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Neutral beam injection (NBI) is one of the most used and reliable methods
to heat plasmas in magnetically confined fusion devices. NBI is used in most
of the present experiments, it will be used as dominant auxiliary power
system in ITER experiment and studies are ongoing for DEMO reactor pre-
conceptual designs with neutral beam (NB) systems. NBI is an essential
actuator for plasma scenarios in terms of heating and driven current.
This thesis presents the work performed during the 3 years of my Ph.D..
It focuses on numerical studies of the interaction between energetic particles
coming from NBI and magnetically confined hot plasmas. The main aspects
discussed in this thesis are the neutral beam ionization, fast ion confinement,
fast ion losses, power deposition and driven current. A brief discussion of
NBI as fuelling source is also presented. NBI modelling tools have been
applied to study different devices with dominant NB power: the largest
tokamak in operation (JET), the largest helical device in operation (LHD)
and DEMO tokamak reactor concept.
Detailed modelling of NBI by means of a Monte Carlo orbit following
code has been provided for JET discharge analyses. A predictive simulation
aimed at reconstructing the ion temperature profile with strong ion heating
from NBI has been performed, resulting in a reliable prediction when the
experimental measurement was not available due to a diagnostic fault. JET
NBI-plasma interaction has been studied by predictive simulations for H
discharges starting from reference D discharges in support of JET isotope
studies. The isotopic change and the consequent effect on NBI-plasma in-
teraction has been discussed also for LHD helical device, where studies in
preparation of future D experiments (instead of H) are ongoing.
NBI is one of the options as additional power system for a demonstrative
fusion power plant (DEMO), and a pre-conceptual design of the reactor is
ongoing within EUROfusion activities. DEMO scenario simulations have
been carried out both for pulsed and steady-state concepts. The role of
NBI as dominant heating and current drive system has been investigated by
sensitivity studies, comparisons with other heating systems and transport
investigations of transient phases (plasma ramp-up and ramp-down).
SOMMAR IO
L’iniezione di fasci di particelle neutre (neutral beam injection NBI) é uno
dei metodi piú utilizzati e affidabili per scaldare il plasma in esperimenti
sulla fusione termonucleare confinata magneticamente. L’NBI é utilizzato
nella maggior parte degli attuali esperimenti, verrá applicato come riscalda-
mento dominante in ITER e studi sono in corso per implementare l’NBI nel
progetto europeo del futuro reattore dimostrativo DEMO. L’NBI gioca un
ruolo fondamentale per i plasmi fusionistici in termini di riscaldamento e
capacitá di indurre corrente nel plasma.
Questa tesi presenta il lavoro svolto durante i tre anni del mio dottorato e
si focalizza su studi numerici dell’interazione tra particelle energetiche pro-
venienti dall’NBI e plasmi confinati magneticamente. Gli aspetti principali
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discussi sono la ionizzazione del fascio di neutri nel plasma, il confinamen-
to e le perdite degli ioni veloci, la deposizione di potenza e la corrente
di plasma indotta dal fascio. Viene inoltre presentata una breve discussio-
ne sull’NBI come sorgente di particelle. Diversi codici numerici sono stati
applicati per lo studio di esperimenti caratterizzati da un riscaldamento
dominante tramite NBI: sono stati studiati il piú grande tokamak attivo al
mondo (JET), il piú grande stellarator attivo al mondo (LHD) e il progetto
del reattore dimostrativo europeo DEMO.
Accurate simulazioni dell’iniezione del fascio neutro sono state elaborate
grazie ad un codice Monte Carlo per l’analisi di esperimenti di JET. Una
simulazione predittiva é stata condotta con l’intento di ricostruire il profilo
di temperature ionica del plasma nel caso di rilevante riscaldamento ionico
da parte dell’NBI. Ció ha prodotto un’attendibile ricostruzione in un caso in
cui le misure sperimentali non erano disponibili a causa di un problema con
lo strumento di misura. L’interazione tra NBI e plasma al JET é stata studiata
tramite simulazioni predittive anche per scariche in idrogeno, partendo da
scariche di riferimento in deuterio, con l’obbiettivo di studiare gli effetti
che il cambiamento isotopico provoca sul plasma di JET. Studi sugli effetti
isotopici sono stati effettuati anche per LHD, esperimento a configurazione
elicoidale, dove si stanno preparando i futuri esperimenti in deuterio al
posto degli usuali esperimenti in idrogeno.
L’iniezione di particelle neutre é una delle opzioni come riscaldamento
addizionale del plasma per il futuro reattore dimostrativo DEMO. Attual-
mente uno studio pre-concettuale di questo reattore é in corso a livello eu-
ropeo. Simulazioni degli scenari di DEMO sono state effettuate sia per il
progetto di un DEMO pulsato, sia per un DEMO a funzionamento staziona-
rio. Il ruolo dell’NBI come riscaldamento principale e sistema per indurre
la corrente di plasma é stato investigato tramite studi di sensibilitá, confron-
ti con altri sistemi di riscaldamento e simulazioni delle fasi transitorie del
plasma (accensione - ramp-up - e spegnimento - ramp-down - della scarica).
1 INTRODUCT ION
1.1 the energy supply problem
Human activities seem to have a clear influence on climate system, and
recent climate changes had and are having relevant impacts on human and
natural systems. Global warming is an undoubted trend of the last cen-
tury, and this coincided with the increase of greenhouse gas emissions from
human activities. Human activities are extremely likely to have been the
dominant cause of the observed warming since the mid-20th century. This
conclusion is included in ”Climate change 2014: impacts, adaptation, and
vulnerability” [1], where climate changes and their causes are analysed.
Human emissions, beside all direct emissions from industries and trans-
portation, are also connected to the way the energy is produced, and to the
amount of energy consumed. Energy scenario forecasts reveal an increasing
energy demand in the next future, as it is reported in e.g. IEA ”World En-
ergy Outlook” [2]. Depending on environmental policies adopted, different
energy scenario with different energy mixes can be envisaged, implying dif-
ferent impacts on global warming and hopefully on climate changes. Public
opinion also influences the energetic policies, as it has been seen for nuclear
fission energy. Anyway, human need of energy is increasing, and this has an
impact on the environment. Figure 1 shows the extrapolation of the energy
consumption in 2035 divided by fuel as presented in ”BP energy outlook
2035” [3]. Although an increase of renewable energies, most of the energy
Figure 1.: Energy consumption forecast by fuel in billion toe (tonne of oil equivalent),
from [3].
supply will still consist of coal, oil and gas. It has to be considered that
energy from sun, wind or similar renewable sources cannot most likely sus-
tain the whole energy demand, being bound to particular environmental
conditions. Anyway their contribution to a more sustainable energy mix
is fundamental. Sustainable however must mean environmentally, socially
and economically sustainable. The main challenge is therefore to find a new
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main energy source able to gradually replace fossil fuels: hopefully long
lasting, environmental-friendly, inherently safe, economically competitive
and publicly accepted. A promising candidate is fusion energy.
1.2 a promising candidate for future en-ergy supply: nuclear fusion
Fusion is a nuclear process in which two light nuclei merge to form a heav-
ier element. In order to reach a fusion reaction, two positive charged nuclei
have to overcome the mutual Coulomb repulsion. They have hence to be
closer than a distance in the order of 10−15m [4]. A vast knowledge about
fusion comes from stars, which are the oldest and biggest fusion "plants"
existing. Studying the sun, the proton-proton fusion chain has been discov-
ered. In this reaction helium is formed out of hydrogen, releasing an energy
of 26.7MeV for each reaction. In the sun, this fusion process is possible due
to the high core density (~1031 particles
m3
), sustained by the gravitational
force. This is not attainable on earth, since densities in this range cannot be
reached. In order to exploit fusion processes on earth, the most feasible re-
action is employing two hydrogen isotopes, namely deuterium and tritium
(reaction 1). They are used because of their fusion cross section, which is
larger with respect to other possible reactions (reactions 2,3,4, see figure 2).
2D+3 T →4 He+1 n+ 17.6MeV (1)
2D+2D→3 He+1 n+ 3.27MeV (2)
2D+2D→3 T +1 H+ 4.03MeV (3)
2D+3 He→4 He+1 H+ 18.3MeV (4)
Figure 2.: Fusion cross-sections for the reactions D-T, D-D and D-3He. The D-D
curve is the sum of the cross sections of the two D-D reaction listed in
reactions 2 and 3. From [4].
Despite the D-T curve has a maximum around a particle energy of ~100keV,
the mean temperature needed to have a sufficient number of reactions in a
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future fusion reactor is 10keV. At this temperature there are enough ener-
getic ions populating the high energy tail of the particle velocity distribu-
tion which can reach fusion. A concise way to express the condition needed
to achieve ignition is that of the Lawson criteria: temperature (T), density
(n) and energy confinement time (τE) have to satisfy the relation 5. Figure
3 shows the ignition curve, as function of triple product parameters. Igni-
tion means a self-sustaining burning plasma heated without any external
system, but just with the energy coming from fusion reactions.
nTτE > 3× 1021 keVs
m3
(5)
Figure 3.: The value of nτE required to obtain ignition, as a function of temperature
[4].
The temperature required is about ten times the core temperature of the
sun: at this temperature atoms are ionized. The state of this hot, ionized
gas is called ”plasma”: it consists in a globally neutral system of many
charged particles, which is characterized by presenting collective properties
(somehow as a fluid).
Fusion with D-T fuel is very advantageous in terms of energy density: a
comparison with fossil and fission fuels shows its great potential.
fossil fission fusion
106 tonne oil 0.8 tonne uranium 0.14 tonne deuteriumTable 1.: Comparison of energy equivalence among different resources [5].
Deuterium is a stable isotope of hydrogen and is widespread in nature
(0,015% of the total hydrogen). Tritium on the contrary, is radioactive and
has a half-life of approximately 12 years. For this reason it does not occur
in nature and it has to be produced directly inside the reactor. Neutrons
coming from fusion reactions in the plasma will be used to breed tritium
out of lithium (with reactions 6, 7).
6Li+1 n→ T +4 He+ 4.8MeV (6)
7Li+1 n→ T +4 He+n− 2.5MeV (7)
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Future fusion plants can also be considered inherently safe: given the
strict constraints to maintain burning plasmas, any accident in the reactor
will lead to a stop in the reaction chain, on the contrary to fission plants.
But due to the difficult conditions to reach ignition, the track to commercial
fusion plants is still long.
1.3 thermonuclear fusion by magnetic con-finement
At the moment, two mechanisms to achieve fusion processes are being
studied. The Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) approach intends to reach
a very high density and temperature of a Deuterium-Tritium target using
high power lasers, causing an implosion. The other way, which is treated in
this thesis, is the magnetic confinement of a high temperature plasma.
Since a plasma consists of an charged particles, it is possible confine it in a
device with strong magnetic fields avoiding any contact with facing materi-
als. When a magnetic field is present, the Lorentz force imposes to charged
particles a circular motion around the field lines (”gyro-motion”). In this
way the particles are strictly confined to the magnetic field. Anyway, with
this kind of confinement, the particles can move freely along the magnetic
field line (e.g. due to an electric field). In a linear magnetic field setup (e.g.
a magnetic bottle configuration), the particles are lost at the ends, therefore
a closed configuration for the magnetic field lines has been chosen, and the
devices are currently shaped as a torus. The torus is enclosed by coils, in or-
der to generate a confining toroidal magnetic field. However this field is not
enough: to prevent the loss of the plasma to the wall due to drift effects, the
magnetic field configuration is set to be helically twisted. A poloidal com-
ponent is therefore added, so the main particle trajectory becomes helical,
keeping most of the plasma in the central part of the torus. The magnetic
field generates nested surfaces characterized by constant magnetic flux and
pressure ("flux surfaces"), as shown in figure 4. The pressure increases per-
pendicularly to the flux surfaces confining the hot plasma in the centre of the
torus. In the core region of a fusion reactor, it is thus possible to achieve the
conditions necessary to heat the plasma up to about 10keV with a density in
the order of 1020 particles
m3
, as required by the Lawson criteria 5. Since this
Figure 4.: Helically twisted field lines and flux surfaces in a tokamak
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Figure 5.: General design of a tokamak. The plasma column is in yellow, while the
magnetic field coils are shown in red (toroidal field) and green (vertical
field). A vertical field is necessary to control the position of the plasma
column. In the centre of the torus the transformer coil is illustrated, which
is needed to generate the plasma current.
value of density is lower than that in the atmosphere of a factor 106, plasma
is contained in a vacuum vessel.
Among magnetic confinement devices, three main configurations can be
distinguished: tokamak (figure 5), reversed field pinch (RFP, figure 6a) and
stellarator (figure 6b). The first two create the poloidal magnetic field with
an induced plasma current, the latter uses complex shaping of the magnetic
field coils to generate directly helically twisted magnetic field lines.
The tokamak (from toroidal’naya kamera s magnitnymi katushkami -
toroidal chamber with magnetic coils in Russian) represents the most ad-
vanced fusion concept. It is the most used and studied configuration, and,
at the moment, the most promising one for next step fusion reactors. With
this configuration, parameters needed for fusion have been reached, but not
all at the same time for a sufficient duration to obtain an energy gain. The
largest operating tokamak is JET in Oxford (GB): more details on JET can
be found in section 3.1. In tokamak configuration, magnetic fields consist of
an externally applied toroidal field and a poloidal field which is generated
by a toroidal current flowing through the plasma. The plasma current is
induced using a voltage ramp in a central solenoid, which causes a change
in the magnetic flux in the central gap of the torus. The solenoid acts as
(a) Reversed field pinch (RFP) (b) Stellarator
Figure 6.: Representations of helical plasma configurations in RFP (quasi-single he-
licity (QSH) regime in RFX-mod, Padova [6]) and stellarator (Wendelstein
7-X, Greifswald [7]). These are alternative magnetic configurations to toka-
mak.
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the primary winding of a transformer with the plasma itself acting as the
secondary, and a current is hence induced in the plasma. Plasma is heated
by Ohmic power and external heating systems, as it is described in chapter
2.
On the way to commercial fusion reactors, the next step is the ITER exper-
iment [8] (see figure 7), under construction in Cadarache (FR). This will be
the largest tokamak in the world. It has been designed to demonstrate the
feasibility of a high-gain fusion reactor, with long lasting burning plasma
and with effective energy gain. ITER is supported by a worldwide collab-
oration among China, EU, India, Japan, Korea, Russia and USA. The next
step after ITER is supposed to be DEMO (DEMOnstration Power Plant), the
prototype of a commercial fusion reactor. The European fusion roadmap,
and different international DEMO concepts are presented in chapter 4.
Figure 7.: ITER tokamak design. Artist’s drawing of the entire ITER device (ITER
Final Design Report.(2001). Vienna:IAEA).
The other promising configuration relevant for fusion reactors is the stel-
larator concept, which includes all the helical configurations. The under-
lying idea is that the magnetic field is externally generated by specifically
shaped coils. The contribution of the plasma to the confining magnetic
field is null. In stellarators, plasma is therefore (almost) current-free, and
it is heated only by external systems. Stellarators are intrinsically steady-
state devices, and they do not suffer current-driven instabilities and disrup-
tions. They also have very high density limits (no Greenwald limit). On the
other hand they need a very complex 3-D magnetic configuration, which
requires a careful optimization process in the design phase. Stellarator con-
figurations tend to provide a poor particle confinement, presenting also very
complex divertor and plasma facing components. Due to these difficulties,
research on stellarators is unfortunately ~112 generations behind tokamaks.
The biggest helical experiments are LHD at NIFS, Japan (see section 3.2) and
the recently built Wendelstein 7-X at IPP Greifswald, Germany [7].
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RFP devices are not treated in this thesis, but they represent another
possible magnetic configuration to confine plasmas, although less reactor-
relevant. They rely on high plasma currents, which create strong confin-
ing magnetic fields in addition to a relatively small toroidal magnetic field.
They are very interesting from physics point of view, since RFPs exploit
self-organized plasma states. The biggest operating RFP in the world is
RFX-mod, in Padova (IT) [6].
1.4 general structure of the work
NB systems are one of the most used external heating systems, both for
tokamaks and stellarators. Moreover NBI is planned to be used in ITER
and studies are ongoing for DEMO. The success of NBI in terms of fulfilling
scenario requirements and contributing to scenario achievements depends
on the physics of the interaction of NBI and plasma. The general aim of
this thesis is to investigate the interaction of neutral beam fast particles with
different plasmas, including existing tokamak and stellarator devices and
predictions for EU DEMO concepts. These studies are based on NBI mod-
elling, which has been the main tool to perform the presented work. The
motivations of the single activities on JET, LHD and DEMO will be illus-
trated in the related chapters.
The thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2, NBI is introduced, from
the technological and physics point of view. Studies carried out on stand-
alone NBI-plasma interaction are presented in chapter 3, for JET tokamak
(section 3.1) and for LHD helical device (section 3.2). The work performed
on DEMO is presented in chapter 4. Finally, summary and conclusion are
presented in chapter 5.

2 BAS ICS OF NEUTRAL BEAMIN JECT ION (NB I )
In this chapter, neutral beam injection (NBI) is introduced. First, a simple
explanation of the need of auxiliary heating systems is given, with a brief
overview on the most used heating systems. In the next sections, the NBI
system is firstly described (section 2.1), then a description of the physics ba-
sics of NBI-plasma interaction (section 2.2) is presented, including plasma
heating, current drive and other considerations. In the last section (2.3)
an overview of computational possibilities for NBI-plasma interaction mod-
elling is reported. Bibliographic references for the topics presented in this
chapter are the main books on fusion science [4, 9, 10], in addition to other
specific works that will be cited.
The requirements on plasma pressure and confinement time to reach igni-
tion find a minimum for a plasma temperature of ~15keV [5], resulting from
a simplified calculation without taking into account bremsstrahlung radia-
tion losses. Consistently with this calculation, alpha heating becomes dom-
inant for T > 5− 7keV , while below the contribution from fusion power is
almost negligible. In order to reach this temperature, other heating sources
are essential. The simplest one, but unfortunately insufficient, is ohmic
heating (for tokamaks). Plasma is a conductor, and the flowing of a plasma
current produce heating (P = ηj2 with η the resistivity and j the current
density). However plasma resistivity decreases with temperature (η ∝ T− 32 )
and this limits the efficiency of ohmic heating, which alone may lead to
a maximum plasma temperature of ~3keV for typical reactor parameters.
The resulting temperature gap must be filled by auxiliary heating systems:
without them it is not possible to ignite a reactor (exemplified in figure 8a).
Figure 8b shows a schematic view of ohmic and external heating sources
for a toroidal plasma. Different options for plasma heating are used nowa-
days and can be divided in coupling electromagnetic waves to the plasma
or injecting high energy particles in the plasma. The former includes elec-
(a) Tokamak reactor: need of auxiliary
systems
(b) Ohmic and external heating sources
Figure 8.: Exemplification of the need of auxiliary heating systems in tokamak reac-
tors and schematic overview of ohmic and external heating sources.
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tron and ion cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH and ICRH respectively),
and lower hybrid (LH) heating. The latter refers to neutral beam injection
(NBI) heating. These systems not only heat the plasma, but are also able
to drive plasma current if expressly designed. This feature is particularly
important for steady-state tokamak scenarios (advanced scenarios), where
fully non-inductive currents flow in the plasma. In these advanced scenar-
ios, auxiliary heating systems are the main actors for non-inductive current
generation, together with the contribution of the bootstrap current, which
is an off-axis current generated by the natural radial plasma transport and
which depends on density and temperature gradients. Auxiliary heating
systems are therefore the main actuators for plasma heating and current
drive (CD). ECRH, ICRH and LH systems are based on launching electro-
magnetic waves into the plasma, set to match plasma resonant frequencies
in order to maximize the energy absorption. This, at a fixed frequency, de-
pends on plasma characteristics, such as magnetic field, plasma density and
temperature. Typical frequencies are in the range of 30-100MHZ for ICRH,
1-10GHz for LH and 50-170GHz for ECRH.
Ion cyclotron resonant heating (ICRH) is normally used for plasma ion
heating, but it can be used also for central current drive, although with
poor efficiency. IC systems can be used to heat a minority ion population
in the plasma (typical example is 3He minority heating). Other RF systems
capable of electron heating have been developed, and are called fast wave
(FW) and ion Bernstein wave systems. The source of the IC wave is a high-
power vacuum tube. The presence of an antenna (which is the launcher
of IC waves) very close to the plasma in order to have a good coupling
represents a problem for reactor relevant experiments, as the high voltage
required to launch large amounts of power may cause arching between the
metal structure of the antenna and the plasma, leading then to breakdown.
Studies on reactor-relevant IC systems are ongoing, and a solution has been
presented in the last International Toki Conference 25, Toki(JP), Nov. 2015
[11].
Electron cyclotron resonant heating (ECRH) is a system which heats plasma
electrons. EC systems are used to provide central heating, but they can also
drive very localized currents, and EC represents an optimum system for
MHD control (e.g. NTM stabilisation). ECRH presents some technological
difficulties due to the lack of high power steady-state gyrotron sources (sub-
millimeter waves). The launcher of EC waves is a mirroring system, which
acts as interface between the transmission circuit and the plasma itself.
Lower hybrid (LH) energy transfer is based on Landau damping, which
is a method to basically accelerate plasma electrons using waves at specific
frequencies. This system has a very high current drive efficiency, although
the difficult plasma penetration makes this system useful mainly for off-axis
current drive. LH sources are klystrons (microwaves). The launcher, which
is composed of an array of wave-guides, has to be close to the plasma for a
good matching of wave energy to plasma, and this creates issues in severe
edge conditions. The limited wave penetration poses some limitations for
the use in future reactors.
Neutral beam injection (NBI) is based on the injection of energetic neutral
particles which are then ionized and, during the thermalization process,
heat the plasma. Injected particles must be neutral to penetrate the magnetic
fields before entering the plasma. Fast ions heat prevalently electrons at
high energy, ions at low energy. NBI can also drive current with good
efficiency, if the injection is tangential to the plasma. Tangential injection
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provides also toroidal torque to the plasma. NB is also a source of particles.
Neutral beam injection is a robust method for heating and current drive
(CD) because it does not depend on any resonance or coupling conditions
(as it is for waves). The only limitation is low plasma densities, for the risk
that shine-through power losses exceed first wall material limitations. NBI
will be deeply described in next sections.
NB systems are used since 1970s, and the first proof on NB heating prin-
ciple was published in 1979 [12]. NBI provided the necessary heating power
to the experiments in ASDEX tokamak which enabled the discovery of the
H-mode (1982 [13]). A dominant NB heating characterised the D-T experi-
ments of TFTR and JET tokamaks during 1990s, which resulted in the first
considerable production of fusion power [14, 15]. Nowadays, NBI is the
highest power heating system in construction for ITER and it will be the
highest energy beam (1MeV) ever built, for which R&D is ongoing [16]. At
the moment, NBI is also considered for the next step reactor after ITER,
DEMO [17].
2.1 nb system: the generation of the beam
A NB injector is made of four parts: a source of ions, an electrostatic
accelerating, a neutralizer and a residual ion dump (see sketch in figure 9).
A calorimeter can be inserted for diagnostic purposes. Most of the present
Figure 9.: Sketch of a positive NB injector: the source, the acceleration grids, the
neutralizer and the ion dump ( c©MPI für Plasmaphysik, Garching).
NB systems accelerate positive ions, but, for high energy beams, negative
ion sources are needed. The reason is that in case of a positive ion source, the
beam neutralization efficiency rapidly decreases above ~50keV/amu (see
figure 10). In case of negative beams, the neutralization efficiency remains
almost constant also at high energies. The different parts of the NB system
are now described, first for a positive ion based beam, then for a NB system
with a negative ion source.
Positive ions in the source are extracted from a plasma, characterized by
good uniformity and a density high enough to provide the required ion
current. The overall acceleration voltage is set to satisfy the requested beam
energy, which is directly related to beam penetration in the plasma. The
plasma in the source can be generated in two ways: either with an arc or
with a radio frequency (RF) source. In the former electrons are thermally
emitted by hot tungsten filament cathodes, then accelerated into a chamber
where they ionize the gas creating a plasma. The second method is realized
by coils wound around the source and powered by a RF source. The induced
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Figure 10.: Neutralization efficiency of positive and negative beam sources for dif-
ferent targets as a function of energy [10].
oscillating fields generate an acceleration of free electrons, leading to the
ionization of the gas. This method is more advantageous as it is possible to
easily control the extraction current by setting the RF power. With respect
to arc sources, it has less needs of maintenance. The generation of ionized
molecules (e.g. H+2 or H
+
3 in case of H source) is possible but not desirable,
as these ions will carry half or one third of the beam energy per H.
The extraction system is made of several metallic grids. The first one
separates the source from the accelerator (usually called plasma grid, with
an applied voltage in the order of 100 kV). Then there is the grounded grid,
and the acceleration potential is created between this and the plasma grid.
In between there is the decel grid, which is negative biased by a few kV to
prevent electrons from being accelerated towards the source. The total accel-
eration can be provided by several steps, in a so-called multi-stage system,
which prevents electrical breakdown problems that are possible in a single-
stage acceleration system especially for high voltages. Moreover multi-stage
systems distribute heat loads among different stages. Incident ions on the
structure generate indeed heating and a cooling system is required. After
the extraction grids, the beam is focused to the neutralizer.
The gas neutralization is made via charge-exchange collisions with cold H
(or D, depending on the accelerated species) molecules contained in a drift
tube connected directly to the ion source. The pressure is kept constant by
a continuous inflow of the gas. The length of the neutralizer is set to have a
balance between the neutralization and re-ionization processes. The neutral
fraction of the beam at the end is called neutralizer efficiency.
The last part of the NB system permits the residual ion removal (RID,
Residual Ion dump). The resulting beam is not in fact totally neutralized
and a fraction is still ionized. Thanks to a magnetic field from a bending
magnet, the residual ions are deviated into the ion dump, which can be
made e.g. of copper panels with cooling channels. Instead of a magnetic
RID, also an electrostatic RID can be used. A movable calorimeter can be
placed at the end of the NB, to measure the energy of the beam. Beyond
the neutralizer the pressure should be kept low in order to minimize neu-
tral particle losses due to re-ionization or scattering processes. Moreover it
has to be avoided a gas inflow into the tours chamber. This condition is
guaranteed by vacuum pumps.
In case of high energy beams, negative ions sources are needed. For the
ITER case, it is foreseen the use of a 1MeV D NBI with 16.5MW of power
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(2 ITER NB injectors for a total of 33MW). In this case negative ion sources
must be used, but so high energy negative beams have in fact never been
produced. R&D activities are therefore on-going, and ITER NB research is
the main aim of PRIMA (Padova Research on ITER Megavolt Accelerator)
which foresees the development of the ITER ion source (SPIDER - Source
for the Production of Ions of Deuterium Extracted from an RF plasma) and
the full ITER NBI prototype MITICA (Megavolt ITER Injector & Concept
Advancement) [16]. Two methods are available for negative ion generation:
the surface production and the volume production [18]. The first process
is the most relevant for ITER NB source: neutral (or positively ionized) H
particles (in case of H source, the same is for D) captures one (or two) elec-
trons via backscattering on a surface with a material characterized by a low
working function. In order to lower the working function of the surface,
the metal surface is covered with a thin layer of Caesium, which allows up
to 0.67H− created per incident particle. Caesium coating is done by evap-
orating it into the chamber, being then redistributed by the plasma. The
source must be close to the extraction holes (i.e. on the plasma grid surface)
because of the low mean free path of H− ions. Operating with low gas pres-
sure is desirable in order to minimize the loss of H− due to collisions. The
other method to produce negative ions (volume production) is based on the
fact that under specific conditions (i.e. gas pressure) the fraction of negative
ions in a plasma can be high enough to be used as a source. The produc-
tion of negative ions happens in two steps: first exciting a molecule with a
fast electron (energy of several tens of eV) and then generating the ion by a
collision with a slow electron (energy less than 1 eV). In order to separate
the two temperature region with fast and slow electrons respectively, a mag-
netic field is used, and the device is called tandem source. Caesium seeding
in the source enhances the yield of negative ions, and therefore can be used
to increase the negative ion current. With respect to positive ion beams, it is
more difficult to extract high current densities from the source, and this has
to be compensated by a larger extraction area. Moreover the weakly bound
electron of the negative ion is easily stripped away, and H− (similarly for
D−) can be destroyed by three processes:
H− + e− → H+ 2e− electron stripping (or detachment) (8)
H− +H+ → 2H mutual neutralization (9)
H− +H→ H2 + e− or 2H+ e− associative detachment (10)
Electron stripping is very effective for Te of a few eV and can be lowered
decreasing the density of energetic electrons. Mutual neutralization is the
most important, and depends slightly on Ti, while associative detachment
presents a weak dependence on TH.
A problem arises from the co-extraction of electrons with the negative
ions. They of course cannot be part of the final neutral beam and the ac-
celeration of unwanted particles represent a loss of energy for the beam.
The first step of the acceleration grid is therefore set at low voltage with re-
spect to the other step. This is done to eliminate immediately the electrons,
before they gain higher energies, by specific bending magnets on the extrac-
tion grid. The increase of neutralizer efficiency is indeed connected to the
minimization of the co-extracted electron current. Another way to increase
the neutralizer efficiency is to exploit the photo-detachment of negative ions
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using photons of a laser in an optical cavity or using a plasma target (see
figure 10). These options are under investigation for a high efficiency NB
source for DEMO.
The beam production influences the NBI-plasma interaction in many terms,
in addition to the characteristic power and energy of the NB system. The
first is the beam dimension together with the beam divergence, which is
fixed by the acceleration grid design. Then the beam composition can
change, depending on the possible co-accelerated molecular particles, which
carry less energy per single atom. Once the NB system has been built, also
the beam trajectory in the plasma is fixed. The NBI can indeed be set to
have either tangential or perpendicular injection with respect to the torus.
The former can give torque to the plasma and drive current, while the lat-
ter, whose placement between coils is geometrically simpler, can strongly
heat the central part of plasma but at the risk of undesired phenomena as
loss of high energy particles (with high v⊥B) due to neoclassical transport
if toroidal field ripple is too high and due to possible higher shine-through
losses. For the tangential case, the injection can be in the direction of the
plasma current (Co-injection) or counter current (Counter-injection). The
NB can aim to the plasma magnetic axis (on-axis injection), or to the outer
plasma region (off-axis injection). The injection possibilities are depicted in
figure 11.
Figure 11.: Possible NBI geometries.
2.2 basics nbi-plasma interaction physics
In addition to heating, NBI can be also a source of current, particles,
plasma torque, supra-thermal ion population and fusion reactions in case
of reactive species. In the next subsections, a physics introduction on NBI-
plasma interaction is provided.
2.2.1 Plasma heating by NBI
The interaction between the energetic neutral beam and plasma can be
divided in two processes: the beam ionization with the creation of ener-
getic ions, and the thermalization of the fast ions (also called slowing down
process).
The beam ionization is the process happening when the fast neutral par-
ticles are converted into fast ions due to the interaction with the plasma,
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and this happens mainly thanks to three processes (the same for H,D or T
particles):
H0 +H+ → H+ +H0 charge exchange (CX) (11)
H0 +H+ → H+ +H+ + e− ionization by ions (12)
H0 + e− → H+ + 2e− ionization by electrons (13)
Fast neutrals can also be ionized by plasma impurities. The cross section
of these processes (σcx, σii, σie) depend on the beam particle energy, and
are plotted in figure 12. Above 40keV/amu, ionization by plasma ions is
Figure 12.: Beam ionization cross sections due to plasma ions and electrons (re-
elaborated from [19]).
dominant, while below 40keV/amu CX process dominates. The total cross
section shows approximately a 1/E trend. The total cross section can be











In case of relevant presence of impurities, the impurity cross section term
can be added. 〈σkv〉 is called ”rate coefficient” and represents the cross
section averaged over all the relative velocities. If plasma rotation is not
small, it has to be considered in the relative velocity and hence we have
vrel = |~vbeam −~vrotation|. Since vi  vbeam  ve, the total cross section
σtot can be approximated as follows:




Fast neutral particles can also be ionized from plasma ions in excited
states. The processes are (for H ions):
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H0 + (H+ or e−)→ H0∗ + (H+ or e−)→ H+ + e− + (H+ or e−) (16)
This kind of ionization process is called ”multi-step ionization (MSI)” and
it enhances the total beam ionization cross section by an enhancement factor
δ:
σtotMSI = σtot(1+ δ) (17)
For current experiments we have δ < 0.4.
Beam ionization is therefore determined by different processes: the ion-
ization by plasma ions and electrons (including CX processes and MSI), and
ionization by impurities (which is usually taken into account as a enhance-
ment factor, see e.g. discussions in section 3.2). Once having the total beam
ionization cross section, it is possible to write the mean free path of the





The beam energy is therefore a parameter which determines the beam
mean free path (since the total ionization cross section depends on the NB
energy) and, on first approximation, λ ≈ E.
Even though the beam energy is carefully set, a part of the beam may be
not ionized, especially in case of low plasma density. This is referred to as
shine through losses, which represent the fraction of the beam not ionized.
Other fast particle losses can characterize the beam-plasma interaction. It
is possible to have scrape-off layer losses, corresponding to fast ions born
outside the confined plasma. This can happen especially if external neutral
particles collide with the neutral beam before entering the plasma. Then we
can have first orbit losses, which represent fast ions born on non-confined
orbits (e.g. plasma edge). An analytical calculation for first orbit losses is
presented in [20], where, depending on the ion birth position and injection
trajectory, the loss cone of the ions, i.e. the region in v‖/v⊥ space where ions
are lost due to non-confined orbits, is calculated. Inside the confined plasma,
charge-exchange processes between fast ions and background neutrals can
result in fast neutrals escaping the plasma (CX losses). Finally, orbit losses
can happen when a fast ion is lost due to a scattering process. All these pro-
cesses represent power losses before the fast ion complete thermalization.
The radial distribution of newly born fast ions (fast ion birth profile H(r))
is usually calculated by numerical codes. The population of newly born ions
is then slowed down by Coulomb collisions with the background plasma. In
this thermalization process the energy injected by the NB is transferred to













where dEdx has been divided into two terms, one representing the energy
going to plasma ions, the other to plasma electrons. α and β are coefficients
which depend on atomic mass number A and charge Z of fast ions and of
plasma ion species, density of ions and electrons in the plasma and electron
plasma temperature. It is possible to define a critical energy, where stopping
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by electrons and ions is equal. Ec has been calculated e.g. in Stix’s paper




















where subscripts p, e, j, b are respectively for proton, electron, plasma
species and beam. When the beam energy is greater than Ec the energy
transfer to electrons is dominant, when is less the energy transfer to ions
dominates. For instance, for pure hydrogen plasma:
H0 → H+ : Ec[keV] = 14.8Te[keV] (21)
D0 → D+ : Ec[keV] = 18.6Te[keV] (22)
The slowing down time is defined as the fast ion thermalization time, i.e.
the time a fast ion spends to pass from initial energy E0 to plasma back-















































with the Coulomb logarithm lnΛ ≈ 17. For present day NBIs (E0 < 100
keV, ne = 5 × 1019m−3) the slowing down time has typically values of
τsd ≈ 20− 100ms, time which is less than the typical particle confinement
time. For future reactors, higher τsd values are expected, even in the order














with the first addend representing the energy transferred to ions, while










and rewriting dEdt as:











































Now it is possible to calculate the fraction of beam energy going to ions































where y = EEc . For electrons we have:
Ge = 1−Gi (31)
Figure 13 illustrates Gi (power fraction to ions) and Ge (power fraction to
electrons) as a function of E0/Ec.
Figure 13.: Fraction of beam energy to ions (Gi) and to electrons (Ge).
In order to assess the fast ion slowing down for real cases, numerical
codes are necessary. As it will be described in section 2.3, different ap-
proaches can be used, from simple analytical approximations to full Monte
Carlo orbit following codes.
2.2.2 NB current drive
NB systems with tangential injection are able to drive plasma current with
good efficiency. A description of the underlying physics for the current
drive (CD) process is now presented. In case of tangential injection, the
ionization of the beam generates a circulating fast ion current, which can be
written with a simply and approximated formula as:








is the injected current, 〈v‖〉 ≈ v02 , 〈v‖〉τsd is the toroidal
path length during the slowing down and finally the whole fraction in equa-
tion 32 represents the average number of toroidal lap for ions. This formula
is useful for simple estimations. A more detailed treatment has to take into
account the correct averaging over the slowing down process and consid-


































plasma species), with y called pitch-angle scattering parameter. However
Icirc is not the real current driven by NBI, because circulating fast ions drag
electrons (via collisions) and the electron motion tends to cancel the ion
current. The NB driven current is therefore decreased by the ”back electron
current” (Ibe):
INBCD = Icirc − Ibe (35)
If Zbeam = Zeff and without considering toroidal effects, then INBCD = 0,
so there is not current drive. If Zeff is different from Zbeam, then electrons








Electrons on trapped orbits cannot participate in the net toroidal move-
























where  = rR0 is the inverse aspect ratio. In order to calculate the density
profile of the driven current jNBCD(r)[A/m2] the fast ion birth profile H(r)
has to be considered. The circulating current density profile can be written







where the dependences on minor radius r are stressed. Similar to the total
current, the driven current density profile jNBCD(r) is hence given by:












These equations are valid assuming that ions born at minor radius r stay
on that radius during the slowing down, which is reasonable for tangential
injection without banana orbits. Again, for a consistent estimation of the
driven current numerical codes are necessary. It is indeed difficult to mea-
sure the driven current from the experiment: one should compare the loop
voltage between current drive (CD) discharges and reference discharges. Of
course, it has to be taken into account other contributions to non inductive
currents, as bootstrap currents, which is possible only by modelling.
Once calculated the driven current, it is possible to estimate the CD effi-






). Since for all the CD systems ICD ∝ P 1R0ne (R0 is the major radius










In case of a comparison of different NB injection trajectories for a given
toroidal device, it is possible to substitute in the definition R0 with the NB
tangency radius RT (the major radius at the tangency point with respect to
the injection trajectory).
2.2.3 Not only heating and CD: further considerations
NB systems inject particles in the confined plasma, therefore it is a source







If in present day experiments this source can be not negligible, for ITER
and future reactors the beam fuelling may be negligible, due to the big
plasma volume at the foreseen injection power values. This topic will be
shortly discussed in chapter 4 for DEMO case. The tangential injection of
the beam provides also a toroidal torque to the plasma and induces plasma





where RT is the tangency radius, eφ is the toroidal unit vector and v0
is the component of the velocity parallel to the direction of the tangential
injection. The rotation velocity of the plasma depends on M. However for
large machine as ITER or future reactors, the induced momentum will be
modest since we have that MPNBI ∝ U
−1/2
0 .
NBI provides a supra-thermal ion population in plasma which can be
useful to study fast ion properties, as e.g. fast particle confinement which
can be helpful for confinement prediction studies of α particles in burning
devices as ITER. Moreover NB fast ions drive fusion reactions if reactive
species are used. In the above mentioned D-T experiments at JET and TFTR,
fusion neutrons came mostly from beam-plasma interactions. This contribu-
tion will be anyway less important for high Q reactors. Further discussion
on fusion reaction estimation including NB driven reactions is presented in
section 3.2.
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2.3 tools for nbi-plasma interaction mod-elling
Many NBI modelling tools exist nowadays, integrated within different
modelling suites. Modern modelling suites are organized by modules. A
transport suite is based on a transport code which communicates with other
modules accomplishing specific tasks: from plasma transport including im-
purities and neutrals to plasma-wall interactions, from equilibrium recon-
struction to MHD calculations, and, of course, also NBI-plasma interac-
tion calculations. Many NBI modules were born as a part of an omni-
comprehensive transport code, and then evolved until they became their self
stand-alone modules possibly integrated in transport suites. These transport
codes, including all the related modules, can be run in two ways, with dif-
ferent purposes. The first regards "predictive" simulations, which evolves
the heat and particle sources self-consistently, evolving the kinetic profiles
according to the transport model. This can be used for non existing devices,
to explore present machines in unachievable regions or to overcome diag-
nostic faults, or even to validate different transport models. The other way
is called "interpretative" simulation, which uses actual experimental mea-
surements (e.g. source terms) as input, or ”frozen” plasma profiles (i.e. not
consistently evolved by the transport code). This is useful to investigate spe-
cific topics, assuming the validity of the rest of the prescribed inputs. CPU
time of transport simulations can vary between seconds and weeks or more,
depending on the amount of calculations required. The simplest and fastest
transport codes (order of seconds) treat average quantities and are usually
called 0-D codes. 0.5-D codes (CPU time in the order of minutes) are named
in this way to stress that they do not use 1-D profiles (e.g. T(r)) but they in-
clude more sophisticated calculation than 0-D ones, using e.g. a simplified
magnetic equilibrium, handling profile peakings instead of whole profiles
and considering the time evolution of the parameters. More precise codes
are called 1.5-D (CPU time from hours to days or more): they deal with
the evolution of 1-D profiles (e.g. ne, Te, Ti, j, . . .) and 2-D magnetic equilib-
rium. Among 1.5-D codes, "fixed boundary equilibrium" ones compute B
field in the plasma for given plasma boundaries. In 1.5-D "free boundary
equilibrium" codes B field is computed inside and outside the plasma di-
rectly from coil currents. In this thesis, JINTRAC 1.5-D transport suite has
been used (see section 3.1.2 for a description), and it has also been coupled
with CREATE free boundary code (see section 4.3.2). 0.5-D transport sim-
ulations have also been performed with the fast tokamak simulator METIS
(see section 4.3.2 for a description).
Focusing on NBI modelling, it is possible to divide NB simulations in two
types. The first is composed by stand-alone NB simulations, i.e. simulations
where only the NB module is active and acts on a ”frozen” (prescribed)
background. The second consists of ”integrated” simulations, where the
transport simulation is evolved taking into account consistently the NB cal-
culations. NB codes use different approaches, which influence the compu-
tational effort required. Simple and fast codes exploit analytical formula-
tions and approximations, while detailed and computational ”heavy” codes
evolve fast ion quantities by means of Monte Carlo, orbit following codes.
In this thesis, FIT3D NB code has been used, and it exploits a mix of analyt-
ical formulas and Monte Carlo methods to evaluate NBI-plasma interaction
(description in section 3.2.2). METIS includes also an NB module, which
uses only analytical approximations for NB calculations (section 4.3.2). An-
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alytical calculations are used also in PENCIL code, integrated in JINTRAC
suite. For JINTRAC modelling, a detailed NB code is available: ASCOT.
ASCOT is a full orbit following Monte Carlo code, which has been used in
this work for detailed NB analysis. PENCIL and ASCOT are described in
section 3.1.2.
3 STAND-ALONE NB I -PLASMAS IMULAT IONS
In this chapter, different NBI-plasma interaction models are applied to
existing experiments, in order to interpret and predict the beam ionization,
heat deposition and fast ion confinement in different situations. For these
cases, the focus of the modelling is to accurately reproduce the NB physics
for selected time intervals and selected tasks. Therefore we perform here
”stand-alone” simulations, in which, for instance, we take as input experi-
mental kinetic profiles, and we investigate the NB absorption and slowing
down process.
Two tasks for JET experiment are presented in section 3.1. After an intro-
duction on the NBI modelling tools at JET (subsection 3.1.2), the modelling
of a JET experiment is presented in subsection 3.1.3. In this case, from
a reference simulation which matches the experimental measurements, an
accurate NBI modelling simulation is used to predict the ion temperature
profile, since it was not available from experimental measurements due to a
fault of a diagnostic. In subsection 3.1.4 JET isotope studies are introduced,
and a prediction of performances of H plasma with H NBI is shown starting
from similar D cases. In this case an interpretative simulation is run starting
from D profiles, which are ”frozen” in the simulation, i.e. not evolved dur-
ing the modelling. In this subsection, a comparison between two different
NBI modelling tools is also presented.
In section 3.2 LHD experiment and modelling tools are introduced. In
view of the future D experiments instead of usual H discharges, the NBI
modelling tool ”FIT3D” has been upgraded to enable D experiment analyses
and the underlying physics models and the consequent modifications are
discussed in subsection 3.2.3. Subsection 3.2.4 shows an application of the
upgraded FIT3D code for the analysis of LHD experiments, where different
plasma composition required detailed NBI-plasma interaction analyses. In
this case the simulated NBI acts on frozen kinetic profiles, and the results
are valid in stationary approximation.
All these subjects have in common the use of the NBI modelling in stand-
alone mode, therefore not integrated in a fully consistently evolving trans-
port simulation. In the next chapter 4, a different philosophy of NBI simu-
lations will be presented: in that case integrated scenario simulations with
dominant NBI are described, and the focus will be not on detailed NBI mod-
elling for selected intervals or tasks, but on the whole evolving plasma with
dominant NBI heating, whose behaviour is predicted by complete transport
simulations.
3.1 nbi-plasma interaction at jet
3.1.1 JET Tokamak and NB system
JET (Joint European Torus) is a tokamak device in operation at Culham,
U.K. . It has been built in the 1970s, and after various modifications it
is still in operation, being actually the largest Tokamak in operation world-
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Figure 14.: ITER-like wall (ILW) at JET, from www.euro-fusion.org
wide. The operation has been conducted under EURATOM first, then under
EFDA (European Fusion Development Agreement) from 2000 and finally
from 2014 under EUROfusion (the ”European Consortium for the Develop-
ment of Fusion Energy”) [22]. Main parameters of JET device are reported
in table 2.
JET parameters
Major plasma radius 2.96m





LH power 7MWTable 2.: Parameters of JET tokamak. Magnetic field value is referred to the mag-
netic axis.
JET has a D-shaped poloidal cross section, and operates in divertor config-
uration. Since 2004 JET actively supports the preparation of ITER operation,
mainly by three actions:
1. the installation of a ITER-like wall (ILW) in order to have similar
plasma facing components (Tungsten and Beryllium instead of Car-
bon plasma facing components) [23]
2. plasma operation to explore ITER configuration [24, 25]
3. D-T experiments (from 2017)
Since 2011, JET operates with ILW [26], which is shown in figure 14. A
strong effort has been devoted to investigate plasma performances with ILW,
because unexpected differences and performance issues have been observed
with respect to Carbon wall operations [27, 28]. A summary of the most
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recent results of ILW campaigns, such as the re-establishment of high per-
formance scenarios after the first wall modifications, can be found in [29].
JET plasma can be heated by 3 different systems (NBI, ICRH, LH), and
among them NBI is the most powerful one. NB system is formed by two
positive injectors, each of them equipped with up to 8 PINIs (Positive Ion
Neutral Injectors), as sketched in figure 15. Four PINIs on each injector are
grouped into two banks: one having tangential injection with a tangency
radius of RT = 1.85m and one normal bank. JET injection scheme is depicted
in figure 16.
Figure 15.: Sketch of a JET neutral beam injector.
Figure 16.: NBI trajectories and position of other heating systems at JET.
In the last years the NB system has been upgraded to reach 34MW (from
the previous 24MW), to increase the NB pulse duration (up to 20s at full
power) and to increase the overall availability and reliability of the system
[30]. The upgraded PINIs are operated at 125kV/65A in deuterium, provid-
ing a 125 keV beam.
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3.1.2 NBI modelling at JET: ASCOT and PENCIL
As it can be seen from table 2, NBI is the most powerful additional heating
system, and careful NBI modelling is needed to perform JET simulations.
JET NBI modelling is integrated in a wider modelling framework named
JINTRAC (Jet INtegrated TRAnsport Code) [31], which is a transport suite
of codes developed at JET. It is based on 1.5D transport code JETTO [32],
which can be coupled with NCLASS [33] for neoclassical transport calcu-
lations and GLF-23 [34] which is a complex code for anomalous core heat
and particle transport. Other models in JINTRAC suite which are often cou-
pled are EDGE2D [35] for 2D divertor plasma edge modelling, SANCO [36]
for impurity transport, EIRENE [37] for transport of neutrals and HPI2 [38]
code for pellet injection. Different other models can be coupled depending
on the modelling needs. The equilibrium inside the plasma boundary is
typically solved with the 2D solver ESCO [32], which is able to consider the
pressure contribution from NB fast particles and fusion-born alphas. For
NBI modelling in JINTRAC, PENCIL and ASCOT codes are available, and
are now described.
PENCIL
PENCIL [39] is a fast NBI code developed during 1980’s originally for NB
current drive estimation and used also for NB heating estimation. It uses a
”fluid approach” with some approximations, running a ”bounce-averaged”
Fokker-Planck solver. It calculates the deposition profile by summing the
deposition profiles of a set of pencil beams (i.e. zero cross section). The
ionization of fast neutral particles in plasma takes into account cross sections
which includes ionization by charge exchange, by plasma electrons and by
plasma ions. Impurities are also taken into account by the effective charge
value. Fokker-Planck equation for fast ion dynamics is solved as said with
some approximations, which are now summarized. The fast ion density is
assumed to be small enough to neglect fast ion self-collisions. The effects
of toroidal electric field and bulk plasma rotation are neglected in fast ion
dynamics calculations. Larmor motion and drift effects are considered to be
negligible with respect to the radial width of the power deposition profile:
this approximation permits to neglect the cross-field transport of fast ions.
Finally the code is insensitive to beam pitch angle.
This code is less accurate than a Monte Carlo code, especially in case of
transient phases. On the other hand it is a very fast tool: in JINTRAC sim-
ulations it consumes a negligible CPU time with respect to other transport
modules (e.g. ~0.1% of CPU time in a typical integrated transport simula-
tion).
ASCOT
ASCOT [40] is a Monte Carlo code which uses the so-called ”kinetic ap-
proach”. It has been developed in Aalto University, Finland, and it has been
applied to all the most relevant devices. ASCOT solves kinetic equations
for fast ions and impurity species, and it can be generally used to model
minority species in plasma (e.g. [41]). The code follows the test particles
integrating numerically the equations, and it can take into account guiding
centre approximation or it can consider the full gyro-orbits. It uses a 5th
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order Runge-Kutta algorithm. The code is able to simulate also the region
outside the separatrix up to the first wall.
ASCOT solves the distribution function for minority species and the ki-













where f(z, t) is the distribution function, z = (r, v) is the particles’ phase







term. According to the Liouville theorem, the phase space volume is con-
served by the equations of motion and the kinetic equation can be therefore
expressed as the Kolmogorov or Fokker-Planck equation:
∂f
∂t
(z, t) = −
∂
∂z





[c(z, t)f(z, t)] (45)
where the quantity a contains also the equations of motion z˙. Equation
45 describes the evolution of the probability of finding a test particle in
z when its motion is described by a stochastic process. The solution of
the kinetic equation is given by averaging on many paths of random test
particles. Guiding centre approximation is then taken into account to reduce
the computational effort. Further details can be found in [40].
ASCOT is a fully 3-D code providing accurate NBI simulations (e.g. PENCIL
does not include fast ion orbit effects) and it is able to include the wall geom-
etry. It can be applied therefore to study non-axysimmetric configurations
in Tokamaks (e.g. ITER power loads due to asymmetries [42]) or even stel-
larator physics (ASCOT is being currently implemented for W7-X stellarator
transport analyses). As drawback, it is slower than analytical codes and typ-
ical simulation time is from hours to days. For instance, in an integrated
JINTRAC transport simulation with ASCOT of 2.5s with 50000 Monte Carlo
test particles, the code took 98% of CPU time.
3.1.3 Ion temperature reconstruction in JET ILW discharge with dominantNB heating
As mentioned in section 3.1.1 JET ILW experiments have been analysed
and compared to similar experiments with Carbon wall: with this purpose
a systematic modelling activity has been carried out within JET core trans-
port modelling group. The group has studied the ILW deuterium discharge
83479 (JET campaign C29) similar to discharge 77955 of Carbon wall (C-wall)
campaign: they are both baseline H-mode discharges with low triangular-
ity and high plasma current. Shot 83479 has Ip = 3.5MA, BT = 3.3T and
q95 = 3.
In ILW shot 83479, due to a fault of the charge-exchange diagnostic, the
ion temperature measurement was not reliable. To overcome this issue, pre-
dictive JINTRAC simulations has been run with the aim of reproducing
available experimental measurements in a relatively stable phase during flat-
top while predicting at the same time the ion temperature profile evolution.
In this shot, NBI was the dominant additional heating with PNBI = 23MW,
while ICRH provided PRF = 2.5MW.
In the reference simulation of this shot done by JET core transport mod-
elling group, the power deposition from NBI has been prescribed to typical
profiles in similar shots (normalized to the actual injected power). Since neu-
tral beam injection at typical JET NBI energies heats strongly ions and this
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shot was strongly dominated by NB heating, a more accurate simulation of
NB power deposition was recommended to reconstruct reliably the ion tem-
perature profiles. For this reason NBI modelling with JINTRAC+ASCOT for
shot 83479 has been carried out, and it is here presented.
JINTRAC has been run in predictive mode for 2.5s, reading as input the
plasma current and injected additional power from the experimental data
and using EFIT for plasma equilibrium reconstruction. Transport has been
modelled with JETTO + NCLASS (for neoclassical contributions) + contin-
uous ELM model with prescribed target density and temperature at top of
the pedestal. A feedback control on gas puff has been set to reproduce
experimental average density values. Sawtheet have been simulated with
Kadomtsev model [43]. Impurities (W and Be) have been modelled with
SANCO code, trying to reproduce experimental Zeff values. Neutrals have
been modelled by FRANTIC code, and in reference simulation both RF and
NB power deposition have been prescribed and not directly modelled. In
the new simulation here presented, ASCOT has been used to model neu-
tral beam injection. Figure 17 shows the evolution of the measured and
simulated line averaged ne, input Ip and input PNBI during the simulated
interval.
Figure 17.: Line averaged ne, Ip and PNBI evolution during the simulated interval.
In figure 18 a comparison of high resolution Thomson scattering (HRTS)
measurements (marked as ”HRTS exp”) and simulated profiles with JN-
TRAC (marked as ”simulation”) for shot 83479 is shown for time 51s and
52s: a good match can be observed between the experiment and the mod-
elling.
As shown in figures 17 and 18, the simulation correctly follows the avail-
able experimental data, and this validates the reconstruction of ion temper-
ature profile which cannot be compared with experimental measurements.
Figure 19 shows ion temperature profiles for time 51s and 52s, both from the
reference simulation with prescribe NB power deposition (marked as ”ref”)
and from reconstruction with accurate NBI modelling with ASCOT code
specifically carried out for this task. In the same figure also the power de-
position to ions and to electrons is shown, and, as said, it can be confirmed
that the majority of NB heating goes to plasma ions.
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(a) t=51s (b) t=52s
Figure 18.: Te and ne profiles: comparison of experimental data (from high reso-
lution Thomson scattering -HRTS- diagnostic) and simulation for shot
83479.
(a) t=51s (b) t=52s
Figure 19.: Profiles of Ti and PNBI to electrons and ions: comparison of simulation
with prescribed NB power deposition (”ref”, dashed lines) and simula-
tion (solid lines) with NB power deposition calculated with ASCOT code
for shot 83479.
From figure 19 we can observe that the prescribed NB power density pro-
files are different from the modelling results with ASCOT code. Electron
power deposition is quite different at plasma edge, while ion power depo-
sition differs more remarkably in plasma core. The difference in ion power
density causes a different ion temperature profile in JINTRAC+ASCOT sim-
ulation with respect to reference JINTRAC+prescribed NBI simulations. We
can observe an higher ion temperature in plasma core with accurate NBI
modelling. This has been taken into account also for other JET ILW shots
of campaigns C28-C30, where ion temperature profile was not reliably mea-
sured, and accurate NBI modelling has been carried out within JET core
transport modelling group.
An example of these studies is reported in e.g. ref. [44], where the shot
here studied together with other ILW and C-wall shots have been mod-
elled, with particular attention to NBI modelling. It is shown that even
with PENCIL code modelling of these shots the NB power deposition is not
matching the more accurate ASCOT modelling. This means that orbit effects
in NB slowing down are important in these cases and that generally in com-
plex simulations, like the comparisons of plasma performance between ILW
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and C-wall, where many aspects play a role (e.g. impurities distribution,
radiation, neutrals distribution, plasma rotation . . .), careful NBI modelling
is needed in order to provide accurate results.
3.1.4 Isotope effect studies at JET: D NBI vs H NBI
Another project undertaken at JET in support of ITER is the study of the
isotope effect towards a new D-T campaign. In order to prepare the future
D-T campaign (2017) and to predict the plasma performances with different
hydrogenic plasmas respect to usual D operations, an investigation on iso-
tope effect (for H and D plasmas) has started in the last years. This effort
aims to review and extend the isotope effect studies on plasma confinement,
pedestal and performance carried out at JET in late 1990s with H, D, D-T and
T plasmas [45–49]. Identity experiments with same profiles of dimensionless
physics parameters (ρ∗ ∝
√
MT
aB , β ∝
nT
B2
, ν ∝ na
T2
and safety factor q) were
performed, and the effect of the isotope mass was highlighted, although
the scaling appeared to be different for edge and core plasma. In general,
the energy confinement increased with the isotope mass, while L-H power
threshold and ELM frequency decreased with the isotope mass. These stud-
ies were confirmed also for JT-60U Tokamak, where H and D pulses were
compared and the results are reported in ref. [50–52]. In this case, beside
identity experiments with same profiles of dimensionless physics param-
eters, a study was conducted keeping the same density and temperature
profiles for both H and D plasmas, although the required power clearly in-
creased for H case. A recent work on L-H power threshold dependence
on isotope mass is presented in [53], where the ITPA L-H power threshold
scaling is discussed, given new results from ILW JET experiments.
In JET experimental campaign C34, experiments with H plasma and H
NBI were planned in order to compare them with reference D shots. The
aim of experiment H14-03 ”Pedestal and confinement in H vs D plasmas”
was to study the isotopic dependence of pedestal height and width, ELM
size, H-mode characteristic at identical ρ∗, confinement and transport prop-
erties. The experiments were based on reference D pulses to be repeated
in identical H pulses. The aim of the work here presented has been to
support the preparation of these experiments with core plasma modelling,
providing detailed analyses of NBI-plasma interaction analysing reference
D plasmas and predicting the behaviour of identical H pulses, in order to
evaluate possible differences. In general, for NBI-plasma interaction we can
expect some dependencies on plasma/beam particle mass, as shown in the
equations presented in section 2.2. The first difference is in the beam acceler-
ation: increasing the isotope mass of the accelerated beam particle, keeping
the same voltage i.e. beam energy, the velocity of the final beam particle will
be lower, and this has an impact on neutral beam ionization. The ionization
cross sections, as shown e.g. in [54], depends in fact on beam particle mass,
while it weakly depends on main plasma composition. Neutral beam ioniza-
tion cross section and differences for D and H beams are further discussed
in section 3.2.3. We can expect also a dependence of fast ion slowing down
on both beam particle mass and plasma ion mass, as shown in equations in
section 2.2: for instance the slowing down time increases with isotope mass
at same NB energy. All this physics is of course included in PENCIL and
ASCOT codes, and they have been used to predict NBI-plasma interaction
in H plasma with H NBI starting from the selected reference pulses with D
plasmas and D NBI.
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The reference D pulse with D NBI chosen for this analysis is 84796, part
of power scan experiments in hybrid scenario. The main parameters for
this shot are: Ip = 1.4MA, BT = 1.7T with low triangularity. A stable
phase of the pulse long enough to allow a detailed analysis (v1.5s) has been
identified, having in this interval PNBI = 10.5MW, ENBI = 100keV and
an average ne = 3.5 · 1019m−3. An interpretative simulation has been run
with JINTRAC, reading the data (e.g. kinetic profiles, Ip, equilibrium, in-
jected heating power, NB energy. . .) from the experiment, and modelling
with ASCOT the NB absorption in a ”frozen” plasma. From this simulation
we can extract information for the reference D pulse on NB power deposi-
tion profiles, driven current, fast ion birth profile, fast ion density and shine
through losses. Starting from this simulation, the main plasma has been
switched to H, and NB injection too, keeping the rest of the simulation iden-
tical (e.g. kinetic profiles and all other inputs). The density and temperature
profiles are shown in figure 20a.
(a) Profiles of Te and ne (b) NB power depositions for D and H cases
Figure 20.: Profiles of Te and ne used as input in the interpretative simulation of
the reference D pulse and in the simulated H pulse and comparison of
NB power deposition profiles to ions and electrons for D and H cases.
Since for H discharges at JET the maximum NB energy for reliable oper-
ations has been fixed to 90keV, ENBI has been set to this value in H simu-
lations, while NB power has been kept identical (maximum allowed PNBI
for H pulses is 16MW). This makes a little difference in the two simulations,
since keeping the same power and lowering the energy implies that the
source of particle is different, being lower for D and higher for H. An inter-
pretative simulation of 0.5s with H plasma and H NBI has been run, longer
than the fast ion slowing down time. The power deposition to ions and elec-
trons is shown in figure 20b: the final deposition is not much affected from
the isotopic change.
Nevertheless some differences can be seen in the fast ion source profile
(”birth” profile) and in fast ion confinement. Figure 21 shows the ion birth
profile, the fast ion density and the driven current profile. From the plot of
the fast ion birth profiles, we can see that the total source (i.e. the volume
integral of the profiles) of H fast ions is lager than D fast ions, as it has been
explained above. However the fast ion density (which takes into account the
slowing down process) is higher for D than H, and the same behaviour is
observed for the driven current profile. This can be partly explained by the
fact that slowing down time for D fast ions is longer than for H fast ions, and
remembering also that, as highlighted in the above-mentioned JET isotopic
studies, confinement increases with isotope mass, we can expect worse con-
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Figure 21.: Fast ion birth profile, fast ion density and driven current profile (after a
time interval longer than fast ion slowing down time).
finement for H fast ions in H case. A worse NB absorption with H plasma
and H NBI is evident by the comparison of shine-through power losses for
H and D cases, which is shown in figure 22. From this figure we can observe
that shine through losses in H are approximately double than in D: since the
density profile is equal for both cases this means that the isotopic change
is the reason of the higher losses, although H NB particle source is slightly
higher (so we can expect the losses), but definitely not double than D NBI
case. From this analysis we can conclude that, in case of identical kinetic
profiles, the losses are higher for H case and the confinement of H fast ions
in H plasma is worse than in D case. This is shown from fast ion density
and driven current profiles, while the final power deposition seems not to
depend clearly on the isotope. The fast ion confinement degradation in H
case is in line with the isotopic studies in JET and JT-60U presented.
Figure 22.: Shine through power losses in H and D cases.
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ASCOT vs PENCIL NBI modelling
The reference JET D pulse 84796, used for the preparation of H14-03 ex-
periments on isotope effect discussed above, has been originally modelled
using PENCIL code for NBI-plasma interaction modelling, since PENCIL is
the code used routinely for NBI investigations due to its rapidity. This gives
the opportunity to compare PENCIL and ASCOT modelling for the same
case. Figure 23 compares the power deposition profiles for the reference
shot with D plasma and D NBI calculated by PENCIL and ASCOT codes.
Figure 23.: NB power deposition profiles for reference D pulse 84796 modelled by
PENCIL and ASCOT.
We can observe that PENCIL underestimates the power deposition to
ions in core plasma, and slightly overestimate the deposition to electrons
in outer plasma region. An explanation can be that for NB PINIs with
tangential injection, PENCIL is distributing the power only along the NB
trajectory (pencil-like) inside the plasma (i.e. off axis), while ASCOT, which
is an orbit-following code, considers also the orbit effects which make the
power spreading also toward the plasma centre.
As described in section 3.1.2, ASCOT is a Monte Carlo code, and one
of the required settings when running a simulation is the number of test
particles. This affects the simulation in two ways: with more test particles
the simulation is slower, but on the other hand it is also more accurate: the
standard deviation of the result (reflected in the ”noise” of profiles) of a
simulation of N random particles is proportional to
√
1
N . Usually ASCOT
is run with 10000 Monte Carlo test particles (as used e.g. for simulations
in section 3.1.3), but when the simulation interval is smaller, or when the
”noise” in profiles is too high (a typical case is with low plasma density)
ASCOT is run with more test particles. In the work presented in this section,
since the computational effort was low due to the small simulation interval
and the less demanding interpretative simulations, ASCOT was run with
50000 test particles. However an ASCOT simulation with 10000 test particles
was run for the reference D pulse, in order to observe the consequence of
running faster ASCOT simulations with less test particles. Figure 24 shows
a comparison for the NB power deposition profiles between ASCOT runs
with 10000 and 50000 test particles for the same simulation. It can be seen
that the profiles calculated with 10000 test particles results more noisy than
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Figure 24.: NB power deposition profiles for reference D pulse 84796 modelled by
ASCOT with 10000 and 50000 Monte Carlo test particles.
with 50000 test particles, and the fewer test particles seems also to have in
this case an impact on the accuracy of the orbit effect calculations, with a
reduced power deposition in plasma centre (which, as discussed before, is
linked to power spreading effects due to fast ion orbits). From this analysis
we can conclude that depending on modelling needs, NBI modelling can be
performed with the faster PENICIL code or the more accurate ASCOT (with
more or less test particles). Generally the main trend is followed from both
codes, but the accuracy is not the same, especially when orbit effects play
an important role.
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3.2 nbi-plasma interaction at lhd
3.2.1 LHD device and NB system
LHD (Large Helical Device) [55] is toroidal device for plasma confinement
belonging to the family of helical configurations. It is located in Toki-city,
Japan, and it is run by NIFS institute. The precise configuration name is
”heliotron”, and LHD is the largest helical device, together with the recently
built W7-X stellarator. It is equipped with superconducting coils which en-
ables long pulses achieving steady state regimes. The peculiarity of this
device is the pair of helical coils which, together with 3 poloidal coils, pro-
vide the complex non-axisymmetric 3D magnetic field. The magnetic field
period is l=2, m=10. LHD started the operations in 1998, and the goal is to
study reactor-relevant plasmas in helical configuration, in order to offer an
alternative way to tokamaks in the path towards commercial fusion reactors.
Main parameters of LHD device are reported in table 3.
JET parameters
Major plasma radius 3.42-4.1m
Minor plasma radius 0.5-0.65m
Magnetic field 3T at R=3.9m
Plasma volume 30m−3
NBI power up to 28MW
ICRH power 3MW
ECRH power 5.4MWTable 3.: Parameters of LHD device.
A sketch of LHD and a photo of its internal winding first wall is shown
in figure 25.
(a) LHD sketch (b) LHD internal view
Figure 25.: LHD helical device at NIFS.
High β (5.1%), high density (1.2 · 1021m−3), high ion temperature (10keV)
and long pulse (3200s) conditions have been separately reached [55]. LHD
is usually run with H plasmas (and H NBIs), but a first D campaign is
foreseen from 2017 [56]. Currently at NIFS a big effort has been undertaken
for the preparation of D experiments. Recently, a study on prediction of
plasma performance and fusion reaction production in D LHD experiments
has been presented [57], showing an expected increase of ion temperature
of more than 20% in D plasmas, assuming an anomalous transport model
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based on LHD He plasmas. While in tokamaks the isotope effect is well
known (as described in section 3.1.4), for helical configurations it is still
discussed, and limited data are available [58]: this is one of the reason that
led to the decision of starting a D campaign at LHD . The main objectives
of the LHD D campaign are very reactor-oriented and are [59]:
1. to explore high-performance plasmas by confinement improvement
relevant for reactor conditions
2. to clarify the mass dependence (isotope effect) of the plasma confine-
ment to establish a model for helical D-T plasmas
3. to demonstrate the confinement capability of high-energy ions, rele-
vant for burning plasmas in helical configurations
The NBI system will be upgraded to D injection. Currently LHD is
equipped with 5 hydrogen neutral beam injectors: 2 perpendicular positive-
NBIs (40-50 keV, up to 12MW) and 3 tangential (co- and counter-injection)
negative NBIs (180-190 keV, up to 16MW). Figure 26 shows a sketch of the
NBI system, while NBI parameters are listed in table 4.
Figure 26.: View of the 5 hydrogen LHD NBIs, with the corresponding line numbers.
Beam line # Name Accelerated ions Injection ENBI - PNBI
1 Ctr1 H− counter 190 keV - 6MW
2 Co2 H− co 180 keV - 5MW
3 Ctr3 H− counter 180 keV - 5MW
4 Pb4 H+ perpendicular 40 keV - 6MW
5 Pb5 H+ perpendicular 40-50 keV - 6MWTable 4.: Parameters of NB lines in LHD.
Tangential NBIs locally drive current, but thanks to the opposite injection
directions, LHD can be run in net current-free regimes. For D injection, NB
lines ”Pb4” and ”Pb5” will be upgraded to 9MW by rising ENBI respectively
to 60keV and 80keV. This increase is driven by the idea of providing more ion
heating in D operations, in order to reach higher ion temperature for reactor
relevant studies. The 3 tangential NBIs will be upgraded to D injection but
will keep the current energy and power [60].
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3.2.2 TASK3D-a integrated transport suite for LHD experiment analysis
The analyses of LHD discharges are usually performed by TASK3D-a tool
[61], which is an integrated transport suite for the analysis of LHD plasmas
in 3-D magnetic configurations. TASK3D-a has an interface for reading the
LHD data, a routine to calculate the magnetic equilibrium with VMEC code
[62] and to transform the coordinate into Boozer system, a routine for the
calculation of heating by NBI named ”FIT3D” [63] and a transport routine
to calculate energy and momentum balance [64, 65]. Other routines can be
coupled for additional analyses, e.g. ”aurora” for the evaluation of neutral
particle distribution [66], ”giota” [67, 68] for evaluation of ripple transport
in helical configuration and ”gsrake” [69] for the evaluation of neoclassical
radial diffusion in helical systems. The code is capable of treating hydrogen
and multi-ion species plasmas [70]. The physical experimental data are
stored in the Kaiseki server [71], and are made available for the analysis.
Figure 27 shows the computational flow of TASK3D-a.
Figure 27.: Computational flow of TASK3D-a transport analysis suite of code for
LHD, from [61].
A recent integrated study with TASK3D-a of LHD plasma with NB heat-
ing is presented in [72], where 6 different modules have been coupled for
the analysis of turbulent particle transport, which has been compared to
experimental measurements.
FIT3D and other NB modelling tools for LHD
External heating in LHD is essential since the ohmic power contribution
is missing. Among the installed heating systems, NBI is the most powerful,
and most of the experiments rely on NB heating. The complex combination
of injection trajectories in a non-axysimmetric device and different NB ener-
gies makes NBI modelling crucial for the experiment analysis. FIT3D [63]
is a routine integrated in TASK3D-a for NBI-plasma interaction modelling
and it has been developed to evaluate radial profiles of NB absorbed power,
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beam pressure, beam particle source, induced momentum and driven cur-
rent. It has been developed as a reduced version of GNET code [73] (see
below for a short description). The calculations performed by FIT3D con-
sists of three parts [74]:
• HFREYA routine calculates the fast ion birth profile for H NBI taking
into account the beam trajectory
• MCNBI routine follows the newly-born fast ions for a time interval
shorter than the energy slowing-down time, but longer than the time
scales of orbit effects
• FIT3D finally calculates analytically a steady-state solution of the Fokker-
Plank equation without taking into account orbit effects
The code mixes Monte Carlo techniques (for HFREYA which calculates
the ionization position of each test particle and for MCNBI) and an analyti-
cal approach (for steady-state solution of Fokker-Plank equation), and does
not consider orbit effects. The set of equations of FIT3D is similar to the
model adopted in PROCTR code [75]. In order to follow the dynamics of fast
ion slowing down, the code is coupled with a routine named ”conv_fit3d”
[74] which calculates the power transfer from fast ions to plasma during the
slowing down process, taking as input the calculations of FIT3D.
Other codes have been used to analyse LHD NBI-plasma interaction, but
they are not integrated in the TASK3D-a suite, and therefore cannot be used
routinely. For instance, the above-mentioned GNET Monte Carlo code has
been used stand-alone for LHD confinement studies of energetic ions from
NBI in order to calculate the steady-state beam distribution function solving
drift kinetic equation in five-dimensional phase-space (3-D space, 2-D veloc-
ity) using Boozer coordinates in a full 3-D magnetic field [76]. An extended
version of GNET named GNET-TD (Time Development) has been used to
calculate the NB distribution function with an evolving background plasma
[77]. In these studies the boundary has been fixed at the LCFS, and the fast
particles were considered lost when passed the LCFS. A Monte Carlo code
named MORH [78, 79] has been developed at NIFS to follow fast ion orbits
in real space (Cartesian coordinates), giving the possibility to set the particle
loss boundary at the vacuum vessel and therefore allowing the inclusion of
re-entering fast ions in the calculation of the distribution function.
3.2.3 FIT3D upgrades for LHD D operation: discussion of physics modelsand implementation in the code
TASK3D-a and FIT3D are routinely used to analyse H plasma with dif-
ferent impurities (e.g. C, He. . .) with H NBI. Effort has been recently put
to upgrade TASK3D-a code in order to extend the analysis capabilities to D
plasmas with D NBIs. In this section the upgrades proposed for FIT3D code
during the activity performed in order to enable the modelling of D NBI in
D plasma are described. Two main modifications have been proposed, and
a discussion on the underlying physics models and approximations is pre-
sented. The first modification regards the calculation of the ionization of a D
neutral beam in D plasma. The second regards the estimation of the neutron
production from D-D reactions, both from thermal and beam-plasma reac-
tions. In this work beam-beam fusion reactions are not considered; a first
study on beam-beam fusion reaction prediction for LHD D campaign has
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recently been presented in [80]. Finally, the implementation of the discussed
models in FIT3D code is described.
Beam stopping cross section for NB ionization process
HFREYA routine is one of the three main routines of FIT3D code, and
it deals with the calculation of the ionization cross section of the neutral
beam in the plasma, which is often called ”beam stopping cross section”.




, where ne is the plasma density and λ is the beam attenua-
tion length. The original FIT3D code uses an analytical formula for the
beam stopping cross section proposed by Janev [81]. The formula takes
into account the ionization by hydrogen plasma ions and electrons, charge-
exchange process, ionization by impurities (He, C, O, Fe) and a cross section
enhancement due to multistep ionization (ionization from excited states). In-
put for Janev’s formula are: atomic mass ”u” of the beam particles, beam
energy ENBI, plasma density ne, plasma temperature Te and the effective
charge Zeff together with the chosen representative impurity (if only one
impurity species is considered) or in case of more impurities, their con-
centrations instead of Zeff. The fit used to obtain the analytical formula
proposed by Janev is calculated for the following ranges:
• 100 6 ENBI(keV/u) 6 104
• 1018 6 ne(m−3) 6 1021
• 1 6 Te(keV) 6 50
• 1 6 B(T) 6 10
The formula for one representative impurity using the effective charge
value Zeff is the following (from Janev’s work [81]):
σ
(z)
s (E,ne, Te,Zeff) =
exp [S1 (E,ne, Te)]
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The values of the coefficients Aijk and Bijk are listed in table III and table
IV of the paper. In case of multiple impurities with charges Zq and impurity

















where E is in keV/u, ne in cm−3, Te in keV and n0 = 1013cm−3. In case
of Zeff = 1 we have the case of pure hydrogen plasma. The formula was
originally calculated for neutral hydrogen injection in H plasma; however
changing the beam atomic mass u we can obtain the attenuation of a deu-
terium beam, but still in hydrogen plasma. Janev’s formula is obtained, as
remarked, for 100 6 ENBI(keV/u)6 104. Considering LHD hydrogen NBIs,
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the two positive NBIs are out of this range. In case of D beams, ENBI(keV/u)
for deuterium will be less than 100 keV/u for all the NB lines, being out of
the range of Janev’s calculation. For this reason a more suitable formula for
LHD deuterium injection has been proposed. Suzuki provided a more re-
cent fit for the ionization cross sections [54], which includes more impurities
(He, Li, Be, B, C, N, O, Fe) and is calculated for a wider ENBI(keV/u) range.
Moreover different fitting coefficients are provided in case of H, D and T
background plasmas, while Janev did not distinguish different background
plasmas. Suzuki’s fit for beam stopping cross section uses a similar formu-
lation to Janev’s work, being actually an updated and extended alternative
to Janev’s formula. Following equation 46, Suzuki presents the beam stop-
ping cross section as the multiplication of two terms, the first representing
a term for a pure plasma without impurities, the second the contribution
of plasma impurities: σs = σH · σimp, if Zeff = 1 ⇒ σimp = 1. With
respect to Janev, Suzuki gives a new formula for σH while he just updates
the coefficients given by Janev for σimp fit (but including more impurities).
With Suzuki formula, σH can describe H, D or T plasmas by choosing the
related fitting coefficients. Suzuki’s coefficients have been calculated in the
following ranges:
• 10 6 ENBI(keV/u) 6 104
• 1018 6 ne(m−3) 6 1021
• ENBI(keV/u)/100 6 Te(keV) 6 ENBI(keV/u)/2
Figure 28 shows a comparison between Janev and Suzuki formulas for
beam stopping cross sections of a D plasma for different beam energies
and different plasma densities. It is possible to see that there are some
differences at lower beam energies, which is the interesting region for LHD
NBI system.
Figure 28.: Comparison between Janev and Suzuki fits for beam stopping cross sec-
tion in D plasma with Carbon impurities. ”Suzuki28” refers to formula
28 in his paper [54], which has been discussed in this section.
A comparison between Janev and Suzuki formulas has been performed
for LHD relevant D NB energies, which, as said, are out of the range of
Janev’s fit. Figure 29 compares the beam stopping cross sections for two
beam energies: 80 keV (i.e. 40 keV/u for D injection) and 180 keV (i.e. 90
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keV/u for D injection). It is possible to note some discrepancies, especially at
higher densities. In these figures carbon is the only representative impurity
with an arbitrary input Zeff of 1.5.
(a) ENBI = 180keV (D Co2 or Ctr3 lines) (b) ENBI = 80keV (D Pb5 line)
Figure 29.: Comparison of Janev (solid line) and Suzuki (dashed line) cross sections
for D plasma with D NBI.
The parameter ranges of Suzuki’s fit, especially ENBI(keV/u), fulfil LHD
requirements both for H and D operation. Given the possibility of consider-
ing D plasma background and given the wider ENBI(keV/u) range of fit’s
validity, the use of Suzuki formulation is preferable to treat the modelling
of D plasma and D NBI for LHD. Suzuki’s formula for σs has been imple-
mented in the upgraded version of FIT3D.
Neutron rate and fusion power source estimation for D plasma with D NBIs
The second part of FIT3D modifications has been the implementation of
a routine which calculates the neutron rate produced by fusion reactions in
case of a deuterium plasma.
D-D fusion reaction has two branches:
D+D→ p(3.02MeV) + T(1.01MeV) (50)
D+D→ n(2.45MeV) +3 He(0.82MeV) (51)
Reaction 50 produces a proton and a tritium particle, while reaction 51
produces a neutron and a 3He particle. Fusion reactions arise from back-
ground (thermal) plasma, from beam-plasma and beam-beam interactions.
In the present work beam-beam fusion reactions are not treated. The fusion
power which heats the plasma is carried by charged particles born in the
reactions (protons, T, 3He), while neutrons escape from the plasma. The
fusion power density source in the plasma from charged particle-only is:
PDD,tot = (Ep + ET ) · Sp,DD,tot + E3He · Sn,DD,tot (52)
where:
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Ex is the energy carried by charged particles, S is the source term (Sp is
the proton rate, Sn of neutrons) and e is the electron charge.
thermal fusion reactions In this subsection fusion reactions in ther-
mal D plasma are discussed. The fusion rates per volume are:
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with −−→vrel = −→vi − −→vj and f(v) the velocity distribution function. Bosch
proposed a parametrization of the fusion reactivity for a Maxwellian plasma









T (C2 + T (C4 + TC6))
1+ T (C3 + T (C5 + TC7))
]
(58)
ξ = (B2G/ (4θ))
1/3 (59)
The reactivity 〈σv〉 is given here in cm3s and T is the ion temperature in
keV. Bosch listed the coefficients for various fusion reactions; in our case
we are interested in the two D-D reactions (last two columns of table VII in
the paper [82]). Thanks to this parametrization we do not have to calculate
directly the integral of the reactivity. In figure 30, an example of reactivities,
neutron/proton rates and fusion power density calculated with formula 57
is shown. Arbitrary ne and Ti profiles are given as input and are expressed




, where f0 represents the value at
plasma centre. Figure 30 has been generated with Ti,0 = 5keV and ne,0 =
1020m−3.
S. Murakami (Kyoto University) prepared some years ago an indepen-
dent version of FIT3D code named ”FIT3D_DD” [84], originally developed
to calculate D-D fusion reactions, but not integrated in TASK3D-a code. In
FIT3D_DD code, thermal plasma reactions are calculated using an older for-
mula for the fusion cross section σDD given by Duane [85] and reported in
NRL formulary [86]. In his paper Bosch shows that Duane’s fit for fusion
cross section is less precise: it gives in fact an inaccurate extrapolation for
low energies. A discussion and a comparison between Bosch and Duane
formulas is presented in his paper [82]. The upgraded version of FIT3D
with the thermal plasma reaction model described above (which uses the
reactivity parametrized by Bosch) has been compared with FIT3D_DD. In
FIT3D_DD thermal plasma model, the reactivity is directly calculated inte-
grating the Maxwellian distribution function of thermal plasma. As a re-
mind, the usage of Bosch’s fit for reactivity calculations of thermal plasma
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Figure 30.: Profiles of D(d,n)3He and D(d,p)T reactivities, neutron/proton produc-
tion rates and fusion power density calculated by formula 57 with as-




, where f0 with
Ti,0 = 5keV and ne,0 = 1020m−3.
fusion reactions exempts from the complete integral calculation, saving com-
putational time. The input ne and Ti profiles given to the two compared
routines are shown in figure 31.
(a) Input electron density (b) Input ion temperature
Figure 31.: Input profiles for fusion rate calculations shown in figures 32 (thermal
plasma reactions), 37 and 38 (beam-plasma reactions, see next para-
graph).
The resulting fusion reactions from thermal plasma contribution are shown
in figure 32.
In this example, the upgraded FIT3D model using Bosch’s reactivity re-
ported in equation 57 (red curve in figure 32) gives a lower neutron rate
estimate for thermal plasma reactions with respect to Duane’s fusion cross
section fit used in FIT3D_DD. This shows that using the more accurate and
recent Bosch’s parametrization instead of calculating approximately the in-
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Figure 32.: Neutrons from D-D thermal fusion reactions for input case shown
in figure 31. Two models are compared: ”Upgraded FIT3D” and
”FIT3DD_DD”
tegral using fusion cross sections by Duane has an impact on the final result
for thermal plasma reaction rate calculations.
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beam-plasma fusion reactions Another source of fusion reactions is
the interaction between energetic ions from NBI and background plasma.
For medium to large sized fusion devices with D plasma heated by D NBI,
this source is not negligible; in fact they can be the main contribution to the
total fusion power. Reactions among fast D ions from the beams (”beam-
beam” reactions) are not considered in this work. A first simplified ap-
proach to include beam-plasma reactions in the model has been used, try-
ing to simplify the reactivity calculation. This approximation does not take
into account the background plasma temperature, and for this reason it has
been called ”cold plasma” approximation. In order to treat the beam-plasma
source term, the idea is to follow the formalism described for thermal reac-
tions, although including a more complex formulation since we cannot as-
sume a Maxwellian distribution for fast ions (as it is instead for background
plasma). The source term must include the deuterium density of the back-
ground plasma, the fast ion density and the reactivity term. Proton and
neutron source terms become respectively:
• proton rate per volume:
Sp,DD,thermal = nD(ρ, t)〈nbσv〉D(d,p)T (n, T ,ENBI,Pb)
• neutron rate per volume:
Sn,DD,thermal = nD(ρ, t)〈nbσv〉D(d,n)3He (n, T ,ENBI,Pb)
where in the formula the dependences of the various factors have been
made explicit. Pb is the beam power density (Wm−3), ENBI is the NB en-
ergy (eV) and nb is the fast ion density which has been included directly
inside the integral of the reactivity. In order to write the reactivity integral,
we start from the definition shown in equation 56, and we include the fast
ion density. In this simplified approach, we neglect the thermal plasma ve-
locity in the integral, and we consider only the beam velocity (vb). Therefore
the relative velocity becomes equal to the beam velocity vb. This approxima-






For the fast ion velocity distribution function f (~v) we use the analytical
formula described in Rome’s work [20] in equation 4.17 of the paper:




































]mi ·n (n+ 1)Z/6mf [Z]
U (v0 − v)
(61)
where U is a step function, Pn are Legendre polynomials, ξ is the pitch
angle (ξ0 the initial pitch angle), τs is the slowing down time, v0 is the





velocity (see section 2.2 for definition of Ec), τcx is the charge exchange
characteristic time and mf the fast ion mass (please refer anyway to Rome’s
paper for further details [20]). In order to simplify the equation 61, the
following approximations have been considered:
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• APPROX. 1: neglect anisotropy in the velocity distribution, taking into
account only the term n=0 in the summation (P0(x) = 1), and consider-
ing that, being the Legendre polynomials an even function, n=1 term
is zero for symmetry reasons (i.e. counting all the pitch angles). We
therefore do not consider any dependence on pitch angle ξ.
• APPROX. 2: consider only a stationary solution (t τs), therefore we
do not consider any dependence on time.
• APPROX. 3: do not consider background neutrals ⇒ τcx = ∞ (back-
ground neutrals can be easily taken into account if neutral density is
known).
In equation 62 the simplifications related to the discussed approximations
are highlighted with different colours corresponding to the colour used





























































]mi ·n (n+ 1)Z/6mf [Z]
U (v0 − v)
(62)
The resulting approximation for stationary conditions, neglecting anisotropy
and background neutrals depends only on fast ion velocity, and takes into
account slowing down of fast ions depending on slowing down time τs. In
case that neutral density n0 is known, the charge exchange term can be in-






)U (v0 − v) (63)
This approximation is commonly used in fast NBI modelling tools. For
instance it is used in the fast tokamak simulation tool METIS, which is de-
scribed in section 4.3.2. If we want to consider in a simplified view also the
beam density inside the reactivity integration, we can multiply the velocity









)U (v0 − v) (64)
If we use equation 64, which depends on the absolute value of beam
velocity, it is simpler to consider the velocity integration of the reactivity in
spherical coordinates in order to simply integrate on scalar beam velocities.
The Jacobian of this coordinate system transformation is 4piv2dv and the




4piv2bf (vb) vbσ (vb)dvb (65)
The integration interval is, in principle, [−∞, +∞], but it is practically
restricted from the thermal plasma velocity vth (instead of v(t) since we
consider only stationary solutions) to the velocity of beam particles with
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where the integration is done in spherical coordinates on the scalar beam
velocity v, and we have already multiplied by the fast ion density. pcx
is the term in the integral which represents the probability of having no
charge exchange interaction between the fast ions during slowing down and
a background neutral. This term, as said in the approximation explanations,
can be put to 1 if background neutral density is neglected (i.e. n0 ∼ 0).
Charge exchange characteristic time τcx is defined as τcx = 1n0v0σcx(v0) .
Fusion cross section σDD (ECM) is taken from Bosch’s paper [82] and it is a








wheremf andmpl are the fast ion mass and plasma ion mass respectively.
Reference [82] gives σDD (ECM) fit for both branches of the D-D fusion
reaction, and neutron/proton sources can be estimated.
Figure 33.: Proton and neutron sources for ENBI = 100keV and PNBI = 10MW,
input ne and Ti profiles are the same as those assumed for figure 30.
Some simple examples of the application of the models described above
are now shown. Both thermal plasma and beam-plasma reactions are calcu-
lated, the first by the model described in ”Thermal fusion reactions” para-
graph. ne and Ti profiles are the same as those assumed for figure 30. For
beam-plasma interaction calculations, an injector of ENBI = 100keV and
PNBI = 10MW has been considered, assuming an arbitrary uniform NB
power deposition. In this case we are not running the complete FIT3D simu-
lation, but only showing an application of the equations just described. For
this reason, we do not have an actual power density profile (which depends
on beam absorption), but we prescribe an arbitrary profile. The results are
shown in figures 33 and 34. In this example plasma density and tempera-
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ture are high enough (Ti,0 = 5keV and ne,0 = 1020m−3) to make the thermal
plasma reactions relevant.
Figure 34.: Fusion power density for ENBI = 100keV and PNBI = 10MW, input ne
and Ti profiles are the same as those assumed for figure 30.
The next example shown in figures 35 and 36 demonstrates that, in case
of lower plasma density and temperature (values more relevant for LHD -
except for the beam power profile shape which is arbitrary), thermal plasma
reactions become almost negligible with respect to beam-plasma reactions.
In this case, parabolic profiles of ne and Ti are given as input with ne,0 =
5 · 1019m−3 and Ti,0 = 5keV . Same NBI parameters as for figures 33 and 34
are given as input.
Figure 35.: Proton and neutron sources for ENBI = 100keV and PNBI = 10MW
and input parabolic profiles of ne and Ti with ne,0 = 5 · 1019m−3 and
Ti,0 = 5keV .
In order to have a more accurate estimation of fusion reactions, a refined
model for beam-plasma reaction calculations is now illustrated. In this case
we take into account the background plasma temperature (i.e. the plasma
velocity distribution function), and therefore this model is here called ”T
effect” model. This amelioration has been possible thanks to the fruitful
discussion with S. Murakami (Kyoto University), the author of the above-
mentioned code named ”FIT3D_DD” [84].
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Figure 36.: Fusion power density for ENBI = 100keV and PNBI = 10MW and input
parabolic profiles of ne and Ti with ne,0 = 5 · 1019m−3 and Ti,0 = 5keV .
The model used in FIT3D_DD, and here recalled for beam-plasma reac-
tions, supposes an isotropic distribution of plasma velocities in the Carte-
sian space. For convenience, we set a Cartesian reference frame aligned
with the beam injection, i.e. we set the z axis parallel to the beam velocity,
so that the beam velocity is −→vb = (0, 0, vb). This eases the form of the rela-
tive plasma-beam velocity, which can be now written as −−→vrel = −→vpl −−→vb =(
vpl,x, vpl,y, vpl,z − vb
)
. The fast ion velocity distribution function is still
the one described in equation 63, while for plasma we assume a Maxwellian































where the integration in vb variable is done in spherical coordinates (the
Jacobian is 4piv2bdvb). Deuterium plasma density and fast ion density are
included in the integral. Bosch’s formula [82] for σDD is used. A compari-
son between the two beam-plasma interaction models here presented (”cold
plasma” and ”T effect”) is now presented. For completeness, the results
of FIT3D_DD routine are also shown in order to have a benchmark with
the original routine FIT3D_DD developed by S. Murakami. The compared
beam-plasma reaction models are:
1. zero plasma temperature approximation (”cold plasma” approx.)
2. finite plasma temperature model (”T effect” approx.)
3. FIT3D_DD code
Table 5 summarizes the different models for beam-plasma reactions which
are now compared.
A comparison among the three models summarized in table 5 has been
done directly running three different FIT3D versions, one per each model de-
scribed in the table. The same input files (containing all information needed
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Model Beam-plasma reaction calculation
Cold Plasma neglecting background plasma temperature,
σDD by Bosch [82]
T Effect convolution of plasma Maxw. and fast ion
distributions, σDD by Bosch [82]
FIT3D_DD convolution of plasma Maxw. and fast ion
distributions, σDD by Duane [85]Table 5.: Summary of the compared models.
e.g. ENBI, PNBI, n, T profiles etc.) have been used for the comparison. The
input ne and Ti profiles are shown in figure 31. Fusion reactions from beam-
plasma interactions are shown in figures 37 and 38 for 2 different LHD beam
lines (co2 and pb4 lines).
Figure 37.: Neutrons from interaction between D plasma and LHD D NBI co2
(ENBI=180keV). Inputs shown in figure 31.
The three models are in agreement, although ”cold plasma” model seems
to have slightly lower neutron rate estimation, especially for 40 keV beam
line. This inaccuracy can be explained since in this case the beam energy
is closer to plasma thermal energy and therefore neglecting thermal plasma
energy in the integration has a stronger impact on the final results. Anyway
models with time-consuming integrations on plasma velocity (”FIT3D_DD”
and ”T effect model”) exhibit a dependence on the precision of integral
calculation: the integration interval and number of iterations to calculate
the integral affects the precision and more tests to find the optimum trade-
off between precision and computational effort have been suggested before
the final implementation of the upgraded FIT3D in TASK3D-a.
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Figure 38.: Neutrons from interaction between D plasma and LHD D NBI pb4
(ENBI=40keV). Inputs shown in figure 31.
Implementation of the discussed modifications in the FIT3D
In the previous section, a discussion on the physics models concerning
beam ionization and fusion production estimation for FIT3D has been pre-
sented. The discussion focused on these topics since they have been iden-
tified as the critical parts of the code which had to be developed in order
to enable the analyses of LHD D experiments. After a discussion, the sug-
gested modifications have been presented to NIFS modelling group to be
considered for the implementation in FIT3D code integrated in TASK3D-a.
The final proposed upgrades for FIT3D code are here summarized:
• The update of beam ionization cross section fit from Janev [81] to
Suzuki [54] formulation for a better estimation of beam stopping in
case of LHD D NBIs and low energy H NBIs. This allows also to im-
plement more elements for the calculation of the beam ionization due
to impurities.
• Implementation of a routine to estimate neutron production and fu-
sion power source from D-D reactions, both from thermal plasma and
from beam-plasma reactions. With respect to the previously indepen-
dently developed FIT3D_DD code, the upgraded FIT3D uses the more
accurate and recent Bosch [82] formulas for fusion reaction cross sec-
tions. This permit also to calculate easily and rapidly the reactivity
for thermal plasma contribution. Regarding beam-plasma reactions,
the model ”T effect” described above has been proposed for the imple-
mentation in the code.
In case of mixed H/D plasmas, or D (H) NBI in H (D) plasma, vari-
ables storing the information on beam/plasma composition have been im-
plemented, in order to correctly calculate beam ionization and fusion pro-
duction. The upgrades of FIT3D code have been presented during EPS
conference in 2015 [87] and published in NIFS annual report [88]. A pa-
per on the recent developments of TASK3D-a suite is being written for
IAEA-Fusion Energy Conference (Oct. 2016, Kyoto, Japan), including the
presented developments for FIT3D code.
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3.2.4 Application of the upgraded FIT3D code to NBI-plasma interactionstudies for similar H and He discharges
Upgraded FIT3D is capable to analyse H, D and T plasmas with multi-
impurity species, calculating also neutron and fusion reaction production
in case of D plasma. Since the implementation of the proposed upgrades is
on the way, a stand-alone version of the upgraded code has been used for
applications to LHD NBI-plasma interactions. In this section the effect of
different plasma compositions on beam absorption in the plasma has been
investigated with the newly developed code.
(a) Electron density profiles (b) Electron temperature profiles
(c) Ion temperature profiles (d) H/(H+He) and Zeff
Figure 39.: Experimental ne, Te and Ti profiles for similarity shots with different
H/He concentrations, which are reported in figure 39d, together with
the calculated Zeff values assuming only H and He as plasma species.
In order to prepare the D campaign in LHD, studies on isotope effect are
underway. In TEXT and ASDEX tokamaks, experiments were performed
using helium plasma to clarify the origin of the isotope effect, since He dis-
charges showed similar behaviours to D plasmas [89, 90]. For this reason, in
the recent 18th LHD experimental campaign, similarity experiments with
different concentration of H and He where run, and better ion confinement
with He majority was observed. The cause of this behaviour has been in-
vestigated during the last year, and first results have been presented in the
last International Toki Conference ITC25 (Nov. 2015) [91–94]. An important
point was to understand if NB heating (the dominant heating) was directly
contributing to the observed better confinement properties with He majority
in the plasma. In this work the upgraded FIT3D module has been used to
perform stand-alone NBI-plasma interaction investigations for the steady-
state analysis of the 4 similar H/He shots (128665, 128670, 128708, 128717)
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at time 4.74s, when stationary conditions of the discharges allow a compar-
ison. These shots are characterized by similar ne and Te profiles, while
higher Ti has been observed with He majority. Fit of experimental data are
shown for ne, Te and Ti profiles in figure 39. In figure 39d the correspond-
ing value of nH(nH+nHe) (from now on called H/(H+He)) is reported, together
with the calculated Zeff values assuming only H and He in the plasma. The
measurement of H/(H+He) is deduced from spectroscopic measurements
at the plasma periphery, and then assumed uniform in the whole plasma.
Details on H/(H+He) measurement method can be found in [95]. It can
be seen from figure 39 that density profiles are quite similar, while electron
temperature profiles are almost identical. The above-mentioned better ion
confinement with He majority can be seen from figure 39c: the central ion
temperature increases of more than 30% passing from 22% to 66% of He
concentration. In the analyses with FIT3D, NB power and energy have been
read from the actual shot data. The energy of each NB line is almost equal in
all the 4 shots at time 4.74s, while NB power is not always equal, especially
for shot 128665 where NB line ”ctr3” is switched off. Figure 40 shows the
NB energy for each line in the 4 analysed shots, while figure 41 shows the
NB power for each line and the total NB power.
Figure 40.: NB energy for each line in the 4 analysed shots at time 4.74s.
(a) NB power for each line (b) NB total power
Figure 41.: NB power for each of the 4 analysed shots.
The upgraded FIT3D code has been used stand-alone to analyse NBI-
plasma interaction at time 4.74s, in steady state approximation, which means
considering the injection of fast particles at time 4.74s and letting the fast ion
thermalize. The code takes as input the profiles of ne and Te shown in fig-
ure 39 and NB energy and power as in figures 40 and 41a. The only species
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considered are H and He, since the profile density of C impurity, which is
the prevailing impurity, was not available. Anyway, a simulation with an
assumed C density profile starting from edge C density measurements has
been run, showing no differences with the case with only H and He. For
this reason we neglected C presence. Zeff values of figure 39d are given as
input. The analysis has been divided in two parts: first the investigation of
the beam ionization (ion birth profiles), then the comparison of the fast ion
confinement (slowing down process).
In order to understand the beam ionization with different plasma compo-
sition, the ion birth profiles have been compared for each beam line, and
results for 2 representative beam lines are shown in figure 42.
(a) Birth profile of NB line ”co2” (b) Birth profile of NB line ”pb4”
Figure 42.: Ion birth profiles of a tangential (”co2”) and a perpendicular (”pb4”) NB
line.
From this analysis it seems clear that in these discharges (considering that
the 4 shots have similar but not identical parameters) the beam ionization
is not affected by the different plasma composition. This behaviour can
be explained from Suzuki’s work [54] on beam stopping cross sections: he
showed that different plasma composition is not affecting much the beam
ionization (see e.g. the similar coefficients for his cross section fit in case of
different background plasmas). It must be taken into account, that the NB
injection remains in H for all the 4 shots. H. Yamaguchi analysed the NBI-
plasma interaction in ideal LHD plasmas with different impurities in [96]:
from his analysis on birth rate with different Zeff values in a H/He plasma,
it is confirmed that passing from Zeff = 1.36 to Zeff = 1.80 the difference
in ion birth rate is very little (. 10%).
Fast ion density of newly born ions has been evolved to reach a station-
ary solution valid for times greater than the slowing down time of fast ions.
With this analysis we can understand if the fast ion confinement during the
slowing down process is different in the 4 analysed shots. The final NB
power deposition for NB lines ”co2” (tangential NBI) and ”pb4” (perpendic-
ular NBI) is shown in figure 43.
The NB power density results similar for all 4 shots and all beam lines,
meaning that in the 4 analysed shots there are no relevant differences in the
power deposition from NBI. Also summing the contribution of all the beam
lines, we cannot see any dependence on H/He ratio, as it is shown in figure
44.
In figure 44 it is important to remember that the total power injected at
time 4.74s is a bit different among the 4 shots. This complicates any conclu-
sion on general behaviour of fast ions with different plasma composition,
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(a) Power deposition for NB line ”co2” (b) Power deposition for NB line ”pb4”
Figure 43.: Power deposition for a tangential (”co2”) and a perpendicular (”pb4”)
NB line.
Figure 44.: Total NB power deposition from all NB lines in the 4 analysed shots at
time 4.74s.
but can certainly help in the analysis of these shots concluding that no clear
differences of NB heat deposition have been observed.
In order to gain some clarification on the effect of plasma composition on
the NB absorption, the volume integrated NB power coupled to the plasma
has been calculated, and it has been divided by the injected power. The
resulting normalized absorbed power is plotted in figure 45, both for each
beam line and the total one summing on all the NB lines. In this way the
effect of the different injected NB power values in the 4 shots is cancelled
out. From this figure, we can see that there is a slight dependence on H/He
ratio: the normalized power coupled to the plasma slightly increases with
He concentration. A last analysis has been performed to compare the theo-
retical fast ion confinement with different H/He concentrations. Using the
physics model of FIT3D, the fast ion stopping time (corresponding to the
time spent in the slowing process to completely thermalize) has been calcu-
lated including the different plasma compositions of the 4 shots. Figure 46
shows the prediction of the fast ion stopping time for the 4 shots.
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(a) Ratio Pcoupl./Pinj. for each NB line. (b) Ratio Pcoupl./Pinj. summing on all NB
lines.
Figure 45.: Ratio between volume integrated NB power coupled to plasma and in-
jected NB power.
Figure 46.: Fast ion stopping time at r/a ≈ 0.
The fast ion stopping time decreases with the increase of H concentration,
and this behaviour is more pronounced for the 3 high energy tangential
beams. Anyway, the different thermalization times have not a clear effect
on NB heat deposition in these 4 shots as described above. It can be con-
cluded that although some indication of better NB absorption and longer
thermalization time with He majority, the 4 shots have similar NB power
deposition profiles, and therefore the observed increased ion temperature is
not due to different NB heat deposition. With these results, it is possible to
make a comparison with JET isotope studies, assuming that D plasmas can
be equated with He plasmas. In figure 20b of subsection 3.1.4 we can note
that assuming equal kinetic profiles (as is it the case here for LHD similarity
shots) the NB power deposition is similar for H and D cases, as it is similar
here for H and He cases. For JET studies, we have seen that in H case the
expected shine through losses are larger than in D case (figure 22). Similarly,
for LHD we have some indication of better coupling and consequent NB ab-
sorption with He instead of H, although the difference is less pronounced
(figure 45). It seems that some NBI isotope effects observed for tokamaks
are seen also for LHD device, although further studies are needed before
drawing any conclusion.
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A hypothesis to explain the better ion confinement with He majority in
LHD similarity experiments has been proposed by S. Maeta and S. Mu-
rakami and presented at the last Toki Conference [94]: this behaviour seems
not to be due to the change of heat deposition and neoclassical transport,
but it seems due to a different turbulent transport. A modified turbulent
transport code tuned on these H/He experiments have then been used to
predict the performances expected in D LHD experiments [93]. The work
presented in this section, which includes the analysis of NBI-plasma inter-
action in the 4 similar shots with different H/He concentration, has been
presented in [92].

4 INTEGRATED NB I -PLASMAS IMULAT IONS
In this chapter the NBI is modelled within complex scenario simulations,
where the plasma is consistently evolved taking into account all particle,
current and energy sources/sinks in a dynamic transport simulation. If in
the previous chapter the focus has been on detailed NB studies, the focus
is here on the scenario performances and the role of NBI in plasma evolu-
tion. The work here presented consists of DEMO simulations carried out
within the EU DEMO group. Since the aim is to investigate an unknown
scenario, fully predictive simulations are run. The presented work on inte-
grated DEMO simulations followed a first part on stand-alone NBI-plasma
interaction studies previously carried-out within PPPT WP-PMI activities
[97]. In that work the NB power deposition and driven current profiles have
been studied for different injection geometries in stationary conditions of
DEMO1 flattop phase, with an assessment of current drive efficiency by the
NBI Monte Carlo code SPOT [98] coupled to NEMO [99] and RISK of the
CRONOS transport suite of codes [100]. The following work carried out
and here presented focused therefore on scenario simulations, integrating
and evolving the work already performed. NBI role has been investigated
in the last 3 years for DEMO pulsed and steady-state scenarios, both in
stationary and transient phases. It has also been compared to other heating
systems, in order to have a complete overview of the possible heating mixes.
This chapter is organized as follows. An introduction on EU DEMO stud-
ies is presented in section 4.1, while section 4.2 describes fusion power plant
and DEMO studies outside Europe. One of the activity carried on from EU
DEMO group is scenario modelling, which is described in section 4.3. Vari-
ous EU DEMO designs have been released in the last 3 years and are illus-
trated in subsection 4.3.1. The work performed within EU DEMO scenario
modelling group is described in subsection 4.3.2, where first of all simula-
tion tools used are presented. The investigations performed on DEMO sce-
narios are divided in flattop studies (subsection 4.3.3) and transient phase
studies (including ramp-up and ramp-down, subsection 4.3.4). A summary
of the work completed, and a discussion on the role of NBI in DEMO sce-
narios is finally given in subsection 4.3.5.
4.1 eu demo studies
Fusion research in Europe is undoubtedly reactor oriented, as it is clearly
stated in the document ”Fusion Electricity-A roadmap to the realisation of
fusion energy” from EFDA, dated 2012 [101]. The last step foreseen be-
fore the commercial exploitation of fusion power plants is DEMO, which is
meant to be a basis for the extrapolation to a commercial reactor, and which
will follow the construction and operation of ITER. This strategy foresees a
single step (DEMO) between ITER and a fusion power plant. DEMO must
demonstrate the viability of fusion as an energy source. DEMO final mission
is to:
1. Demonstrate reliable plasma operation
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2. Demonstrate full power operation for several years (and tritium self-
sufficiency)
3. Demonstrate conversion of heat into electricity
4. Minimize activation waste, no long-term storage
5. Obtain license for construction and operation from nuclear authority
6. Allow extrapolation of DEMO solutions to a fusion power plant
Top requirements for EU DEMO studies are safety, environmental sustain-
ability and high plant performances. In parallel, the proposed concept must
be assessed in terms of the economic viability. DEMO must be not only
self-sufficient in tritium breeding, but also produce enough tritium to pro-
vide adequate back-up storage to compensate the natural decay in case of
unforeseen long shut-down periods and to provide tritium for the start-up
of another fusion power plant. Tritium availability could be in fact an issue,
especially in case of the construction of D-T fusion test facilities not tritium
self-sufficient (e.g. ITER simultaneously with other D-T facilities). The de-
velopment of a conceptual design for DEMO is one of the main priorities
in the coming years as reported in the European fusion roadmap. DEMO
studies are now in the pre-conceptual phase and they have already started
in parallel with ITER construction. After the present pre-conceptual design
phase, the plan foresees a conceptual design activity (~7 years), an engineer-
ing design activity (~11 years), the site preparation and construction (~10
years) and finally the commissioning phase (~5 years). According to EFDA
document, in order to achieve the goal of fusion electricity production by
2050, DEMO should be built in 2030s and operated in 2040s, although due
to the delays of ITER, the present schedule will be likely delayed. The de-
sign and construction of DEMO will indeed benefit from the realization and
operation of ITER, and from all the other facilities (e.g. IFMIF) and dedi-
cated studies carried out in parallel. Differently to ITER which is still an
experiment, the philosophy of the European DEMO is to have a prototype
reactor, i.e. a robust and reliable machine with a reduced set of diagnostics
working in an established scenario to produce a large amount of electric
power (~hundreds of MW). A close interaction with industries is essential
for the design of DEMO, and this is clearly stated in the EFDA document.
An artistic view of a fusion power plant is shown in figure 47.
Figure 47.: Artistic view of a fusion power plant from http://fusionforenergy.
europa.eu/understandingfusion/demo.aspx.
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DEMO studies in Europe have been carried on starting from early 1990s,
in parallel with US, Japanese and Russian fusion communities. A first pro-
gram towards a fusion reactor was published in 1991 [102]. Under EFDA,
Power Plant Physics and Technology (PPPT) department studies started in
early 2000s with the ”Power Plant Conceptual Study” (PPCS) which had
the overall objectives of assessing the fusion energy status and establishing
coherence and priorities in the EU fusion programme. Within these studies,
5 plant models were developed, all steady-state tokamaks with different lev-
els of extrapolation from the physics and technology knowledge at that time
(from near term solutions to more advanced models, respectively PPCS A,
B, AB, C and D). Figure 48 shows sizes and plasma shapes of the 5 different
PPCS concepts. A summary of PPCS concepts is reported in [103] while an
Figure 48.: Size and plasma shapes of the 5 PPCS concepts, compared to ITER from
[103].
economic analysis of the proposed PPCS power plants is illustrated in [104].
Since 2011 EFDA first and EUROfusion then started a systematic revision
of reactor studies within the Power Plant Physics and Technology (PPPT)
department. Currently the PPPT activities are organized in work pack-
ages (WPs) and two reactor options are being investigated: a pulsed reactor
named DEMO1 and a steady-state reactor named DEMO2. Since the goal is
to realize and operate DEMO in the central part of this century, both DEMO1
and DEMO2 concepts are tokamaks, which at the moment seems to be the
most advanced concept, although it is not a priori excluded a stellarator
DEMO (currently a ”backup option”). DEMO1 is a conservative near-term
solution which employs the present physics and technology knowledge, or
it requires at most ”low extrapolation” from the current knowledge. DEMO1
is a H-mode baseline reactor concept, with most of the plasma current in-
duced by the central solenoid. DEMO2 is an advanced tokamak, able to op-
erate in steady-state conditions therefore relying on non-inductive currents
for plasma sustainment. Safety factor profile (q) is mildly reversed thanks
to bootstrap and non-inductive currents, and auxiliary heating systems are
direct actuators for current profile shaping. At the moment advanced scenar-
ios are being studied, and DEMO2 design is therefore based on moderately
optimistic assumptions on future developments. The 2 design options are
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in constant evolution, and being now in the pre-conceptual phase, they are
often modified and updated. After discussions and proposals from all the
groups working on EU DEMO, new designs of DEMO1 and DEMO2 are re-
leased, usually every ~1-2 years. The concepts are then again assessed and
modified in an optimization cycle. An overview of DEMO R&D activities of
the last years is presented in [105]. PPPT DEMO activities are organized in
the following work packages (WPs):






• HCD-Heating and Current Drive Systems
• TFV-Tritium, Fuelling and Vacuum Systems
• BOP-Heat Transfer, Balance of Plant and Site
• DC-Diagnostics and Control
• RM-Remote Maintenance Systems
• MAT-Materials
• ENS-Early Neutron Source
• SAE-Safety and Environment
PPPT guidelines for EU DEMO envisages a power production from 300MW
to 500MW of electricity and in case of a pulsed reactor (DEMO1), the dis-
charge duration shall be & 2 hours. Physics knowledge for DEMO (DEMO
Physics Basis) is being currently assessed within PPPT activities, having as
reference the work done for ITER (ITER Physics Basis [106]). In a paper of
2013 [107], the status of the physics basis for DEMO has been analysed. On
the basis of this work, the area where major progresses are needed is the
power exhaust. This area is an example where there is a strong interlink
between physics and technology, since power exhaust capabilities rely on
material characteristics, but at the same time influences the operational sce-
nario which has to rely on an unprecedented high level of radiation losses
[108]. Other areas where progresses are needed are MHD stability, particle
and energy balance and disruptions. Recent results on the progress made
in the last years on these topics are reported in [109].
4.2 not only eu demo: other demo concepts
Other countries might decide to build a DEMO, and this would be ben-
eficial, providing different ideas in a ”healthy competition”. Within the
”Broader Approach” agreement between EU and Japan, some interaction
for the realization of DEMO is foreseen [110]. However, even if the different
DEMOs are not build exploiting international collaborations, the exchange
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of scientific and technological information would be beneficial. In the in-
ternational fusion community, various DEMO concepts have been proposed
and many are currently under investigation, not only tokamaks but also
stellarators and RFPs. DEMO and power plant concepts are driven from
the different needs of the various countries. In countries as USA, Japan
and Europe the electric supply needs are mainly for the replacement of the
existing infrastructures, aiming at more sustainable and publicly accepted
solutions. In other countries as China and India (and in some sense Rus-
sia and South Korea), the electric supply needs are to sustain the economic
growth and usually the government actively follows policies to expand the
energy supplies.
Sometimes there is a sort of confusion between the role of DEMO and a
fusion power plant: in the European view the aim of DEMO is to demon-
strate the technological and economic viability of fusion while the goal of
a first fusion power plant is to sell energy in the market. DEMO is often
meant to be the last step before the commercial exploitation of fusion re-
actors. Following, an overview of some of DEMO and fusion power plant
concepts developed in the international fusion community is presented. An
historic summary of reactor concepts until 2008 can be found in [111], where
a timeline with the main reactor concepts is presented. The same timeline,
but updated, is maintained by the University of Wisconsin-Madison and is
reported in the appendix A: it can be observed that only EU, Japan, Korea
and China are currently developing fusion reactor concepts.
aries studies in usa During the last 25 years, a broad study on fusion
power plant has been carried out in USA within the ARIES program, giving
birth to many reactor concepts (all the information are published in http:
//aries.ucsd.edu/ARIES/). The ARIES Program is a US multi-institutional
research activity aiming to ”perform advanced integrated design studies of
the long-term fusion energy embodiments to identify key R&D directions
and to provide visions for the fusion program”. The ARIES designs tend
to be very advanced since US reactor concepts aim to a competitive cost
of electricity. Some of the various power plant concepts proposed by US
ARIES group are: a reversed field pinch reactor (TITAN 1988), a D-3He
tokamak (ARIES III, 1991), a pulsed tokamak (PULSAR 1993), a reversed-
shear tokamak (ARIES-RS 1996), a spherical torus tokamak (ARIES-ST 1999)
, an ”advanced technology” tokamak (ARIES-AT 2000) and finally a compact
stellarator (ARIES-CS late 2000s). The solutions proposed aim to be econom-
ically competitive, and exploit high power density, high thermal conversion
efficiency (using e.g. He at 550◦C) and using less-expensive systems. Public
acceptance has been guaranteed by excellent safety and environmental char-
acteristics, achieved using low-activation and low toxicity materials. Particu-
lar care to reliability and availability resulted in the design of e.g. ARIES-RS
which exhibited an ease maintenance. As mentioned in the list above, ARIES
group considered all the main magnetic configurations (tokamak, stellara-
tor, RFP). All the references to the above mentioned concepts and to ARIES
group studies are linked at http://aries.ucsd.edu/ARIES/DOCS/bib.shtml.
Recently a new reactor concept has been developed by MIT, named ”ARC”
reactor (affordable, robust compact reactor) [112]. ARC is expected to pro-
duce the same amount of power of ITER, at only half the size. It aims to
reduce size, cost and complexity of fusion reactors. At the moment there
are no plans to build any of these concepts.
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reactor studies in japan The Japanese fusion community was not orga-
nized in a comprehensive strategy for a unique fusion power plant, although
a sort of roadmap illustrating the strategy towards a fusion power plant was
released in 2005 (HP of the Atomic Energy Commission of Japan http://
www.aec.go.jp/jicst/NC/senmon/kakuyugo2/siryo/kettei/houkoku051026_
e/index.htm). It is possible to count 3 different Japanese lines for a DEMO
concept: 2 tokamak DEMOs (as reported e.g. in [113]) and a stellarator
DEMO. The 3 different studies were supported by different partners: ”CREST”
reactor by CRIEPI (Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry)
and some universities, ”SSTR” concept later replaced by ”CS-less” reactor by
JAEA (Japan Atomic Energy Agency) and ”FFHR” helical reactor by NIFS
(National Institute of Fusion Science). All Japanese concepts tended to be
fairly advanced (e.g. all steady-state reactors, including tokamak DEMOs),
but the designs converged in the last years to more realistic technical solu-
tions. This fact is due also to the interaction within the Broader Approach
agreement with Europe (which is developing a near-term DEMO concept),
and the different European and Japanese views are slowly merging. Sim-
ilarly to Europe, Japanese fusion community is thinking to have only one
step between ITER and a fusion power plant. CREST strategy by CRIEPI pro-
posed a fast track to commercial fusion power, with a DEMO-CREST before
the first fusion power plant CREST. The idea was to have a tokamak DEMO
with similar performances of ITER, but with more reliable, optimized oper-
ations and higher efficiency [114]. Reactor studies at JAEA started in early
1990s, with the study of a steady-state tokamak reactor named SSTR [115].
This project was then replaced by the CS-less DEMO line, whose under-
lying idea is to minimize the cost of electricity with a compact tokamak.
The aim of this project is to have a fusion power plant without the central
solenoid (CS-less), preceded by a CS-slim DEMO. A summary of this strat-
egy is reported in [116], and design progress and issues of a CS-slim DEMO
are described in [117]. FFHR (Force Free Helical Reactor) is studied at NIFS,
and since the great experience in heliotron devices gained with LHD facility,
it is a helical DEMO concept. This concept has been investigated in parallel
with the exploitation of LHD experiment, and it is currently being devel-
oped. The idea behind FFHR is to have a LHD-type fusion reactor, bigger in
size with higher performances. Different options have been presented, and
the work has been performed in different rounds, each of them providing
more and more detailed insights of the reactor. Many papers describing the
different investigations and design options for FFHR are available, and a
recent overview of the proposed concept is reported in [118]. Early power
plant concepts of Japanese and US fusion communities have been compared
in 2005 by K. Tobita at the IEA/LT Workshop (W59) [119]. The comparison
was done in terms of cost of electricity scaled to 1992 price basis. Figure
49, re-elaborated from the original presentation, shows the comparison of
SSTR, CREST and two ARIES concepts. It is interesting to note not the abso-
lute value of the cost of electricity (COE) but the relative values for COE of
Japanese and US concepts, and also the comparison to the COE from fission
and coal sources: ARIES-AT in particular showed a very low expected COE,
in line with the US strategy of a very competitive COE. In the same presenta-
tion, a comparison of early Japanese, US and European fusion power plant
concepts was performed in terms of aspect ratio and βN parameter, and it is
shown in figure 50a. From this figure it is possible to see that among conven-
tional tokamak concepts PPCS reactors have the lowest aspect ratio, while
CREST and ARIES-AT have the highest βN. ARIES-ST has a very low aspect
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Figure 49.: Comparison of different Japanese and US early fusion power plant con-
cepts in terms of electricity cost (COE), re-elaborated from [119].
ratio, being a spherical tokamak. It is interesting to note that the aspect ratio
of the conventional tokamak reactors presented in the figure corresponds to
the values considered in the ongoing studies for the EU DEMO. The fusion
power divided by the reactor weight has been also compared for the differ-
ent reactor concepts, including ITER as reference. Figure 50b shows how
the CS-less Japanese concepts aim to reduce the reactor weight in order to
make the solution more economical.
(a) Aspect ratio and βN comparison (b) Fusion power and reactor weight com-
parison
Figure 50.: Comparison among different reactor concepts done in 2005. Images re-
elaborated from the original presentation [119].
fission-fusion hybrid reactors and other concepts in china Due
to the rapid expansion of the Chinese economy in the last decade, the first re-
actor studies in the Chinese fusion community were driven by the more and
more impelling need of energy. For this reason, the main trend in China was
to have an early production of fusion energy, and one of the first proposed
concepts (2002) was a fission-fusion hybrid reactor named Fusion Experi-
mental Breeder (FEB) [120]. In 2006, 4 different reactor concepts were pre-
sented in ”FDS series”, a Chinese fusion power plants study [121]. The aim
of FDS studies was ”the examination of the feasibility and the safety, envi-
ronmental and economical potential of fusion with emphasizing the blanket
design optimization on neutronics, thermal-hydraulics, electro-magnetics,
material, structural performance analyses” (from the original paper [121]).
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One of the options recalls the hybrid fission-fusion concept and it is named
FDS-EM. It consists of a fusion plasma core with fission blanket [122]. In the
following years China developed a strategy to achieve fusion power plants,
and a roadmap was presented in 2008 [123]. China focused more and more
on ”pure” fusion power plants. In that years, at SWIP (Southwestern In-
stitute of Physics, Chengdu) another DEMO concept called HCSB-DEMO
was developed. Its aim is to produce a fusion power of 2550MW, with a
He-cooled blanket system [124]. Recently a new Chinese study proposed an
intermediate fusion reactor named CFETR (China Fusion Engineering Test
Reactor), which is meant to be a step between ITER and DEMO, since there
is the belief that many fundamental aspects of DEMO design may not be
clarified only by ITER exploitation. This concept which should be built in
parallel or just after ITER is a tokamak device producing 50-200MW, and it
includes a blanket, which would guarantee also the tritium supply thanks
to a breeding ratio of at least 1.2. The description of this device can be found
in [125]. A preliminary cost assessment of CFETR is reported in [126].
k-demo: the korean reactor In the recent years South Korea devel-
oped a strategy to achieve fusion energy production after ITER exploitation
[127]. This step was strongly supported by the government who established
a special law to support fusion research (fusion energy development pro-
motion law -FEDPL- 2007). In 2013 South Korea proposed a preliminary
conceptual design for a steady-state tokamak named K-DEMO [128]; the
conceptual design has been finalized in 2015 and presented in [129]. K-
DEMO has a near-term development plan, which is divided in 2 stages: the
first will demonstrate a net electricity production, but at the same time act-
ing as a test facility, the second, after a major upgrade replacing in-vessel
components, will demonstrate the production of hundreds of MW of elec-
tric power at a competitive cost of electricity. Figure 51 compares the two
stages of K-DEMO with other reactor concepts and ITER.
Figure 51.: Comparison of the two stages of K-DEMO with other reactor concepts
and ITER (courtesy of G.S. Lee).
historical demo studies in russia and recent hybrid concept Stud-
ies on a Russian DEMO machine started in 1991, almost in parallel with the
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first studies on fusion power plants carried out in the international fusion
community. A first overview of Russian DEMO concepts was presented in
1995 [130]. Two tokamak concepts were described: a pulsed reactor (DEMO-
P) and a steady-state reactor (DEMO-S). In the following years, the main
efforts were concentrated to the steady-state concept DEMO-S which was
designed to operate in an advanced scenario with high bootstrap current.
The concept was very advanced considering that it was presented in 1998: it
operated with open liquid lithium as plasma facing material, allowing heat
fluxes from 100 to 150 MW m−2 [131]. In this case, ”DEMO” meant already
a fusion power plant and not a intermediate step. Later, DEMO-S study
was refined, and a conceptual study was presented in 2000 [132]. In 2008 an
overview of DEMO-S concept with the last progresses was published, with
particular care on the blanket choice and on radioactive waste management
[133]. In the last years, a roadmap to build a pilot hybrid power plant (PHP)
exploiting fission-fusion concept has been proposed. A key milestone to
achieve the construction of PHP is the realization by 2023 of DEMO-FNS
tokamak for fusion and hybrid technologies studies, whose conceptual de-
sign is ongoing [134, 135]. The tokamak is expected to produces some tens
of MW of fusion power, with Q~1.
demo 2-step project in india India at the moment does not have a fully
developed DEMO or fusion power plant project, although some preliminary
studies have been carried out. In India a national fusion program started
in late 2008 and it pushed the development of a strategy to achieve fusion
energy production. The Indian idea is to have an intermediate test facility
before DEMO. SST-2 would be in fact an intermediate size superconducting
tokamak, capable of steady-state operation with modest fusion power. This
project shall be followed by an Indian DEMO machine, bigger and with
higher fusion energy production. Details on the Indian project can be found
in [136].
exotic d-3he reactors An attractive reactor concept foresees the use
of D-3He as fuel, since it has the advantage of avoiding the production of
neutrons in fusion reactions and of working at very high β. The exploited
reaction would be D +3 He →4 He + p, which produces only charged par-
ticles. The drawback is the necessity of having a very hot plasma, in the
order of hundred keV. Before bumping into the reality of technology and
material limitations clearly appeared in the ITER era, a number of studies
proposing D-3He reactors appeared in scientific literature. In 1991 ”RUBY”
reactor was proposed from a collaboration among USA, Japan and Austria
[137]. The objective was to update the previous concept called ”SAFFIRE”,
appeared in 1978 [138]. These concepts relied on field reversed configura-
tion (FRC), a kind of theta pinch exploiting mirror coils. The plasma of
RUBY has an ion temperature of 100 keV, and the average β(%) is close
to 90. The concept was designed to generate electricity directly from the
charged particle component coming from fusion reactions. Almost in par-
allel, a similar field reversed reactor ”ARTEMIS” (1992 [139]) was proposed
from NIFS Japanese institute. In the same years two D-3He tokamak re-
actors were proposed in US: ”ARIES-III” from the US ARIES group (1991
[140]) and ”APOLLO” (1992 [141]). An issue highlighted in these works
is the very high synchrotron radiation produced in these concepts. Plasma
current achieves values much higher than current D-T concepts, up to 53MA
(APOLLO). Last in order of appearance is the D-3He reactor proposed by F.
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Romanelli and G. Giruzzi in 1998 (at the time at ENEA-Frascati). They pro-
posed a working scenario with an edge radiating layer in order to avoid too
high power loads to plasma facing components [142]. These concepts were
almost completely abandoned in 2000s, because of the demanding condi-
tions required to ignite D-3He reactors. The (un-)feasibility of using D-3He
as fuel in a fusion reactor with the present physics and technology knowl-
edge is discussed in [143].
4.3 eu demo scenario modelling
Within European DEMO studies described in section 4.1, PPPT WP-PMI
effort on DEMO scenario modelling is a crucial activity which is benefi-
cial for two aspects: it firstly validates with physics based models the pro-
posed pre-conceptual designs and secondly it proposes updates and modi-
fications for the next engineering design release. This optimization cycle is
performed in collaboration with the group working on plant level system en-
gineering, who takes inputs from all PPPT groups to elaborate an optimized
reactor design. The engineering design is prepared by the system engineer-
ing group using the system code PROCESS [144]. This code assesses the
engineering and economic viability of a proposed fusion power station, by
means of simple models of all parts of the reactor. PROCESS combines 0-
D plasma description and technology constraints performing an automatic
search for an optimum working point. Due to the basic physics assumptions
of the code, PROCESS concepts must then be validated by scenario mod-
elling, which includes more sophisticated physics codes. Figure 52 shows
the DEMO concept optimization cycle. As mentioned before, new DEMO
Figure 52.: Optimization cycle for DEMO concept design in PPPT activities, from
[145].
designs have been often released in the last years as a consequence of the col-
laborative effort of all PPPT groups. A summary of the modelling activities
of PPPT regarding DEMO 2013 version has been recently published in [146].
Scenario modelling group uses a variety of simulation codes, depending on
the modelling needs (see [146]). Usual areas investigated are plasma MHD
stability and control, coil limits, core and edge transport properties, pedestal
physics, fuelling, impurities and radiation, heating and current drive, boot-
strap currents, transient phases etc.
The modelling activity here presented concerns mainly integrated sce-
nario simulations with dominant NBI and comparison with other heating
systems. The next subsections are organized as follows. First the different
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DEMO design options analysed in the presented work are described in sec-
tion 4.3.1. After this, DEMO scenario modelling activities carried out are
introduced in section 4.3.2, and the modelling codes used are described in
section 4.3.2. Flattop studies are presented in section 4.3.3. The work is split
in 2 parts: one for pulsed DEMO1 concept and one for steady-state DEMO2
concept. Finally the work on transient phases (plasma ramp-up and ramp-
down) is presented in section 4.3.4. The work done is always divided by the
DEMO release analysed: during the 3 years’ activity 2012, 2013 and 2015
releases have been investigated.
4.3.1 DEMO designs analysed: 2012, 2013 and 2015 releases
EU DEMO tokamak concept is organized as shown in figure 53. Starting
from the interior to the exterior, DEMO is composed by the magnet coil for
induction of the plasma current, main field coils for toroidal magnetic field,
plasma vessel, blanket, divertor, auxiliary coils for control magnetic field,
cryostat and finally neutron shielding. The engineering design of DEMO is
Figure 53.: Sketch of a tokamak demonstration power plant. From the interior to
the exterior: magnet coil for induction of the plasma current (brown),
main field coils (lilac), plasma vessel (green), blanket (blue), divertor (ma-
genta), auxiliary coils (brown), cryostat (grey), shielding (grey), c©EFDA
from https://www.ipp.mpg.de/16427/stand.
optimized by means of PROCESS code (see section 4.3), which gives as out-
put the main ”optimum” reactor parameters for given constraints. DEMO
design options vary during the years, following an ”evolution” process in
which the various DEMO groups tries to find a convergence on an optimized
DEMO concept. Figure 54 shows the main PROCESS parameters of DEMO
designs from 2012 to 2015, corresponding to the concepts investigated in
sections 4.3.3 and 4.3.4. Regarding DEMO1 concepts, during the last years
the major radius has been kept almost constant, while minor radius a has
increased. This affected the plasma volume, which has in the last version
considerably increased. The decision to decrease the aspect ratio A to the
last value 3.1 has been taken for various reasons. First of all, in the engineer-
ing design, while considering a high number of constraints, the aspect ratio
still had some degree of freedom. Therefore an aspect ratio sensitivity study
for values A=2.6, 3.1 and 3.6 has been carried out, highlighting advantages
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Figure 54.: PROCESS parameters for DEMO designs from 2012 to 2015.
and disadvantages of the various options. Comparing the options, the result
was:
• Significant advantage on plasma vertical stability for low A
• Significant advantage on wall and divertor loads in case of fast disrup-
tions for low A
• Significant advantage on tritium breeding ratio (TBR) for low A
• Some advantage on toroidal field ripple for high A
From this analysis, the major advantages are for low A, but an impor-
tant consideration pushed the final decision to A=3.1: ITER has an aspect
ratio of 3.1. It was therefore preferred to adopt an intermediate solution
(A=3.1) for which the physics basis is almost fully established, in line with
a ”conservative” line matching the near-term philosophy of DEMO1. Any-
way, comparing the various DEMO1 concepts presented in the last years,
A=3.1 represents a low A option, with main advantages with respect to the
previous designs at higher A. In this evolution process plasma current IP
increased up to almost 20MA, while toroidal magnetic field at the axis BT
decreased. The burn time has been kept around 2 hours, with a fusion
power in the order of 2GW.
Regarding DEMO2, the design options are more advanced, driven from
the requests of accessing to fully non inductive scenarios with reversed q
profiles (advanced scenario). βN is higher with respect to DEMO1, and
the aspect ratio is smaller (2.6). Aspect ratio A followed the same reduction
trend as in DEMO1 in 2012-2015 versions. H factor is quite optimistic, reach-
ing in the last design release 1.4. Also Zeff reaches very high values, which
can pose some issues on radiation and impurity accumulation. Plasma cur-
rent in DEMO2 is sustained inductively by bootstrap currents and auxiliary
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current drive systems: for this reason we have more than 100MW of aux-
iliary heating power. A lower major radius permits to reduce the overall
plant costs, which is mirrored in a reduced cost of electricity (COE) in 2015
design. COE has been shown in figure 54 just to give an idea of the effect
of design changes on the economic assessment. For DEMO2, the proposed
designs are still in an earlier phase than for DEMO1, and a convergence
among all the physics codes is hardly reached.
4.3.2 Integrated DEMO scenario simulations: effect of NBI and auxiliaryheating systems
During the last 3 years, tasks within WP-PMI regarding DEMO scenario
modelling with dominant NB injection have been carried out and are now
presented. Both DEMO1 (releases 2012, 2013 and 2015) and DEMO2 (release
2013) have been investigated. Sensitivity studies on NB injection in the ref-
erence DEMO flattop plasma have been carried out with the fast tool METIS
(a description of the tool will soon follow). METIS has been used also to per-
form a sensitivity study on NBI and auxiliary heating systems in DEMO1
ramp-up phase. In order to assess issues and optimization possibilities for
DEMO1 ramp-down, fully predictive integrated transport simulations with
given boundaries using 1.5-D JINTRAC code have been performed. In this
study the role of NBI and ECRH has been assessed, highlighting the differ-
ent but complementary capabilities of the two systems. The investigation of
the effects of different heating systems during DEMO flattop and transient
phases, in addition to selected NBI sensitivity scans, helped in the definition
of the potential role of NBI in a DEMO device.
demo nbi DEMO1 requests for NB system is to provide a power of 50MW,
mainly for central plasma heating, with lower interest on current-drive ca-
pabilities. In order to guarantee the desired power deposition profile, given
the machine dimension and plasma density, the NB energy has been fixed
to 1MeV, which is a realistic option equal to the ITER NB injector. In or-
der to reduce shine-through losses, the NBI is tangential, and this have the
beneficial by-product of driving some plasma current, which can help in
the discharge duration extension. Different requests are demanded from
DEMO2 NB system. Since DEMO2 is designed for advanced scenario op-
erations, with reversed q profile, NBI is an essential scenario actuator. In
addition to plasma heating, the NB tangential trajectory is set to drive off-
axis currents, which, with the contribution of bootstrap currents, helps in
keeping the desired current density profile. In order to reach fully non-
inductive plasma current, the total NB driven current is considerable, and
therefore higher NB power (>100MW) is required. In the reference design,
NB energy for DEMO2 is 1MeV, as in DEMO1.
Discussions whether to increase DEMO NB energy (for plasma perfor-
mance amelioration) or to decrease it (to improve the NB system efficiency)
has been tackled and are still occurring. Papers on DEMO NBI optimization
describing different NB system solutions have been published and animate
the H&CD community [147–149].
Modelling tools used for DEMO simulations
Two different approaches have been used to perform integrated DEMO
simulations. For transport validations and detailed investigations, JINTRAC
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1.5-D transport suite of codes (described in section 3.1.2) has been used.
This is the case of integrated ramp-down simulations (see section 4.3.4 for
details) with plasma boundaries consistently calculated by CREATE code,
where the focus has been put on detailed analyses on scenario evolution
in consistent transport simulations. The output of this work has usually
been a unique complex plasma simulations of tens/hundreds of seconds.
CREATE code [150], run by CREATE group, has been coupled to JINTRAC
simulation. It produced boundary calculations for JINTRAC input, and it
has been then used for post-analysis of the transport simulations. CREATE
is a free boundary code solving plasma equilibrium code, i.e. ”the MHD
time evolution of 2D axysimmetric plasmas in toroidal fusion devices, in-
cluding eddy currents in the passive structures, and feedback control laws
for current, position and shape control” [150]. The code is able to produce
the plasma boundary from estimation of plasma parameters and coil design.
It can then be used to assess plasma vertical stability and plasma controlla-
bility issues starting from the allowed coil currents, given the main plasma
kinetic parameters.
In case of sensitivity studies, the fast tool METIS has been used. This tool
permitted to run complete tokamak discharges very rapidly, allowing many
parameter scans. METIS tool is now briefly described.
Figure 55.: Computational flow of METIS, from [151]
METIS (Minute Embedded Tokamak Integrated Simulator) is a fast toka-
mak simulator [151], developed and maintained at CEA (France). METIS,
initially developed as a part of CRONOS suite [100], is a 0.5-D integrated
modelling code which can evolve plasma global quantities for given input
control parameters using simplified models and scaling laws. The code
can simulate a complete plasma discharge for various machine geometries
in a CPU time of the order of minutes using an almost always convergent
scheme. The code includes a full fast current diffusion solver on a 21 points
radial grid and uses a mix of 0-D laws and 1.5-D equations. It takes into
account various non-linear couplings between physical quantities. Plasma
shape is described by means of geometrical parameters, as triangularity and
elongation. Current sources are described by simple analytical formulations,
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and in case of NBI and ICRH an analytical solution of the Fokker-Planck
equation is used to assess the fast ion slowing down related quantities (sim-
ilar to the analytical solution adopted in FIT3D model described in section
3.2.3). In METIS, NBI is described by a decay equation in a simplified geom-
etry. The NB ionization in the plasma is calculated for 3 sub-beams and then
averaged, in order to consider the beam spreading. Ionization cross sections
are taken from Janev’s work [81], including the cross section enhancement
due to fast ions [152]. The tangency radius of the beam trajectory is pre-
scribed, and the injection is calculated in the equatorial plan. After this,
thanks to a remapping, the beam vertical tilt (described by ”zext” input pa-
rameter) is considered. METIS zext parameter can vary from 0 to 0.5, and
it is defined as the vertical normalized coordinate on a vertical axis passing
from the plasma magnetic axis, where 0 is the plasma centre and 1 is the
the plasma boundary. Figure 56 exemplifies zext parameter definition. The
Figure 56.: METIS zext parameter definition, in this example zext=0.4.
vertical and horizontal width of the beam are internally fixed, depending
on the analysed tokamak. From power deposition, orbit losses, which are
calculated by a simplified model, are subtracted. Power deposition to elec-
trons and ions is calculated following Wesson formulation [4]. The NB cur-
rent drive source is estimated by an approximated analytical solution of the
Fokker-Planck equation. Current drive efficiencies for other H&CD systems
are either prescribed (LHCD), deduced from scaling laws (Fast Wave CD)
or simply calculated (ECCD). Density is controlled by a prescribed value
of the line-averaged density, and by a density peaking factor which can be
prescribed or deduced from a scaling law. Edge density is calculated from
a scaling law. The energy content of the plasma is calculated by means of
a scaling law, which depends on the selected scenario (prescribed H-factor).
Simple analytical transport coefficients are used, and the temperature profile
is calculated consistently. The ratio between ion and electron heat diffusiv-
ities is prescribed. Fusion power from D-D and D-T reactions is calculated,
and the produced He ashes are included in the plasma composition, which
is deduced from a prescribed line-averaged Zeff value. Radiation is consis-
tently calculated assuming coronal equilibrium, and bremsstrahlung radia-
tion is corrected for relativistic effects. Figure 55 shows the computational
flow of METIS.
The purposes of this codes are various. One is a fast shot analysis using
the first available experimental data. Another is plasma scenario studies,
both for shot preparation in existing tokamaks and for non existing toka-
mak scenario projections and validation. METIS is widely used in the fu-
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sion community, and different METIS works have been published in the
last years [153–156]. In the recent work already mentioned on PPPT sce-
nario modelling activities [146], METIS tool is described together with some
DEMO applications. METIS, in addition to DEMO sensitivity studies, has
been used within PPPT WP-PMI for a first validation of PROCESS engineer-
ing DEMO designs.
In the work here presented, DEMO design is integrated in METIS, and in
particular DEMO NB systems is defined by METIS parameters. METIS has
the possibility to run 2 NBI systems, and in the following sections, the total
NB power is divided equally in the two systems. For DEMO1, the tangency
radius of both NB injectors is fixed to 7.69m, with a vertical tilt described by
a zext parameter equal to 0.10 and 0.26 for the two beam lines. For DEMO2,
the tangency radius is the same of DEMO1, and zext is equal to 0.20 and
0.41 for the two different lines. The beam horizontal and vertical dimension
is fixed internally in METIS and it is scaled from ITER beam dimension.
4.3.3 Flattop studies
In this section DEMO flattop studies are presented. DEMO1 flattop simu-
lations have been performed for 2012, 2013 and 2015 releases with different
aims: transport validation and reference scenario creation as starting point
for ramp-up and ramp-down studies for 2012 and 2015 designs, and inves-
tigations on flattop duration and NBI characteristics for DEMO1 2013. As
spin-off activity born within PPPT WP-PMI activities, a study on fuelling
and density control has been carried out for DEMO1, and it has been re-
cently published [157]. This work in part analysed also the fuelling impact
of DEMO NBI, and this part is here reported. Regarding DEMO2 flattop
modelling, an NBI sensitivity study has been carried out for 2013 version.
DEMO1
2012 design: flattop assessment A complete engineering design of
2012 DEMO1 concept was produced, and this allowed a deep investigation
of DEMO1 scenario with JINTRAC code coupled to CREATE tool, which
uses the coil design to assess plasma controllability issues related to sce-
nario performances. This was particularly interesting for ramp-down, when
plasma might be difficultly controlled by magnetic coils. This work is pre-
sented in 4.3.4. In order to perform this study, DEMO1 2012 flattop has
been simulated with the aim of providing a starting point for ramp-down
JINTRAC+CREATE studies. The fully predictive simulation tried to match
the overall PROCESS parameters, listed in figure 54. Following, JINTRAC
DEMO1 flattop simulation is presented.
First of all, CREATE group provided the flattop plasma shape consistently
calculated by realistic assumptions on plasma stability and allowed coil cur-
rents. The plasma boundary for the reference flattop is shown in figure 57.
The fully predictive JINTRAC transport simulation has been performed us-
ing GLF23 and NCLASS for anomalous and neoclassical transport models
respectively, ESCO code for equilibrium (calculated every 1s) and PENCIL
for NBI (50MW, 1MeV) modelling. Transport coefficients of the edge trans-
port barrier (ETB) have been scaled down to neoclassical values, except dur-
ing an ELMs. Input prescribed quantities have been: average Zeff (with
Ar as representative impurity), plasma shape, plasma current (16MA) and
toroidal magnetic field (7.1T at the magnetic axis). Density has been con-
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Figure 57.: Reference flattop plasma boundary for DEMO1 2012 calculated by
CREATE.
trolled by pellets injected from the high field side of the machine. Neutrals
have been modelled by FRANTIC code. Fusion products have been consis-
tently taken into account, considering also a delay in alpha particle heating.
The JINTRAC flattop reference scenario created has been tuned to match
the kinetic profiles of PROCESS DEMO1 2012 scenario. Not all the param-
eters could be matched, and PROCESS seemed to give more optimistic val-
ues than JINTRAC. A total of 25s of flattop phase have been run, reaching
almost stationary condition. The following plasma parameters have been
reached: 〈ne〉 = 9 × 1019m−3, 〈Te〉 = 11.1keV , q0 = 1.1 and q95 = 3.5.
The resulting H-factor (0.9) is lower than PROCESS estimation, and fusion
power (1350MW) could not be matched with the PROCESS reference. This
highlights some inconsistency of PROCESS estimations due to the differ-
ent approach of the physics models used. Figure 58 shows the stationary
density and temperature profiles.
(a) Density profiles (b) Temperature profiles
Figure 58.: Stationary density and temperature profiles in flattop phase of DEMO1
2012 by JINTRAC modelling.
In this simulation the role of NBI is manly for central plasma heating,
giving an essential contribution to the energy balance. Current-drive is not
a main request for pulsed scenarios. The decision of using PENCIL for NBI-
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plasma interaction modelling, and not e.g. ASCOT, has been taken in order
to speed up the very time-demanding simulation.
DEMO1 2012 flattop scenario has also been simulated by METIS, in or-
der to create a reference simulation useful as starting point for ramp-up
sensitivity studies presented in section 4.3.4. The modelled scenario is the
same just described for JINTRAC, but with a small difference in plasma
current (14MA instead of 16MA): due to the different timing of JINTRAC
and METIS analyses, slightly different design versions have been used, al-
though, except IP, main plasma and geometrical parameters are almost
equal. A complete reference DEMO1 discharge has been simulated, reach-
ing ~1GW of fusion power with H=1. Pedestal has been modelled following
the guidelines emerged from PPPT discussions, with ne,ped ≈ 85%nG and
Te,ped ≈ 5keV . NBI has been modelled in METIS and represents the dom-
inant heating system in the flattop phase. Fusion power is smaller than in
the reference PROCESS design, but as happened for JNTRAC, the matching
with kinetic average parameters came at the cost of a lower fusion power.
In figure 59 the main kinetic parameters of the simulation are reported.
Some physics inconsistency between PROCESS and METIS/JINTRAC has
Figure 59.: Reference flattop plasma parameters for DEMO1 2012 calculated by
METIS.
been noted, and actually this consideration drove ameliorations in PRO-
CESS code, which has been upgraded several times in the last years.
2013 design: a sensitivity study During 2013 a new DEMO design
has been released (refer to figure 54 for main parameters). The scenario
validation has been done by means of METIS within WP-PMI activities, and
it is reported in [146]. Starting from this working point, DEMO1 flattop
duration has been investigated by a sensitivity scan where NBI parameters
have been varied. DEMO NBI-plasma interaction has also been studied by
specific sensitivity studies here reported.
The motivation of the flattop duration investigation is that the pulse dropped
below 2 hours in PROCESS DEMO1 2013 concept. The value itself may be
not so important (e.g METIS estimates a duration of 2.5h for the same sce-
nario), but the interest has been focused on understanding the main actors
determining the pulse duration. One of these is certainly the NBI, and dedi-
cated scans have been performed. First of all, the NB power has been varied,
observing the effect on flattop duration and total Q factor (Pfus/Paux). The
results are shown in figure 60. It can be seen that increasing the NB power
leads to an increase of the flattop duration. This can be explained by two
facts. The first is that NB injection drives non inductive currents, and we
can expect an increase of the driven current with more NB power. This im-
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(a) Density profiles (b) Temperature profiles
Figure 60.: NB power scan at different H-factors: effect on DEMO1 flattop duration
and total Q.
plies less requests on the central solenoid, extending the pulse duration. In
addition to this, the increase of central heating leads to higher plasma tem-
perature and steeper gradients: we can then expect higher bootstrap current
fraction, which increase the ratio of non-inductive currents and therefore
the pulse length. A drawback of an increase of the auxiliary heating power
is the loss of the reactor efficiency, observed with a decrease of Q (figure
60b). Anyway, assuming the expected H=1.1 scenario, even doubling the
NB power to 100MW, Q does not drop below 25, which can still be con-
sidered an acceptable value. From figure 60 it is clear that reaching the
expected H-factor (1.1) is essential to guarantee high performances. We can
conclude that although the reference 50MW of NB power during flattop is
mainly for plasma heating, the contemporary current-drive is beneficial for
a long plasma burn, and an increase of NB power can benefit the duration
without strongly compromising the Q factor.
In METIS, DEMO NB system is composed by two NB injectors, each of
them scaled from the ITER injectors and having the same power. The ref-
erence METIS NBI parameters for DEMO1 are a tangency radius of 7.69m,
and zext values of 0.10 for the first NBI line and 0.26 for the second line
(see section 4.3.2 for parameter descriptions). A tangency radius scan was
previously performed within PPPT WP-PMI activities in 2012 [97], so it has
been decided to see the effect of changing the METIS parameter zext, which
roughly correspond to give a vertical tilt to the NBI line. This permits to
produce a more off-axis beam, which can be useful to drive off-axis cur-
rents. For this reason this study has been done also for DEMO2, where q
profile control is an essential request. In this case, the scan has been per-
formed to have comprehensive information on the sensitivity of the NBI
parameters on the scenario. For the sake of simplicity an equal value of zext
parameter has been given to both DEMO NBIs in this scan. In addition, two
energy values (1 and 1.5MeV) have been studied. Figure 61 shows the NB
driven current density profiles for different values of NB vertical tilt and en-
ergy. As already mentioned, CD is not the main driving request for DEMO1
optimization, but it can help in extending the flattop duration. Therefore
it is interesting to investigate the dependence of the driven current on NB
vertical tilt also for DEMO1. Less the vertical tilt, more central is the driven
current, as it can be expected. Reference NB vertical tilts for METIS DEMO1
simulations (included between 1 and 2.6) provide in fact a broad core heat-
ing, differently from DEMO2 case where higher vertical tilts are necessary
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Figure 61.: Scan in NB vertical tilt and energy and resulting NB driven current den-
sity profiles for DEMO1 2013.
for more off-axis current drive (see following paragraphs). Although NB
energy for DEMO1 will be unlikely increased, we can observe that in princi-
ple higher NB energy leads to higher driven current, for all the vertical tilts
scanned in this study. The current drive efficiency is shown in figure 62a.








The NBCD efficiency slightly decreases with higher zext (more accentuated
for 1.5MeV). Higher CD efficiency is observed with 1.5MeV, although METIS
ηCD values seem to be too optimistic compared to the assessment done by
means of PENCIL code in [148]. Increasing the vertical tilt of the beam could
(a) NBCD efficiency (b) NB shine through
Figure 62.: Scan in NB vertical tilt and energy and resulting NBCD efficiency and
shine through losses for DEMO1 2013.
affect the beam absorption, resulting in enhanced thermal loads on the first
wall due to higher shine through losses. This is indeed observed in figure
62, since more off-axis NB injection lines experience lower density plasma
zones. Therefore, with higher vertical tilt, the beam is less efficiently ionized
by the plasma. As the beam penetration depends on the injection energy,
with higher NB energy we can observe slightly higher shine through losses.
In general, from METIS evaluation, we can conclude that NB shine through
is not an in issue for DEMO1 flattop phase, at all zext values scanned: it rep-
resents a few percent of the beam particles, resulting in less than 0.5MW of
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losses (per beam line) spread on the beam perpendicular cross section area.
Considering the beam divergence, this estimation is far below the material
limitations for wall thermal loads. The flattop duration is not affected by the
vertical tilt, and the same is for q profile: this is explained by the fact that in
DEMO1 most of the plasma current is induced by the central solenoid, and
unless increasing the NB power, the NBCD contribution is very low with
the present configuration of the beam lines.
As spin-off activity of WP-PMI 2013 activities performed, a work on
DEMO fuelling and density control has been published [157], born from
the collaboration with CCFE experts. In this work JINTRAC DEMO1 simu-
lations have been run, reaching stationary conditions (flattop phase). Start-
ing from this working point, considerations on particle fuelling and control
of the plasma density are presented, highlighting the probable unfeasibil-
ity of gas puffing in favour of pellet injection. Beside all these results, an
interesting conclusion on NB particle source for DEMO1 has been drawn.
Comparing the different particle sources, NBI is at least two orders of mag-
nitude lower. This means that, differently from current experiments, NBI is
not a relevant actuator for plasma fuelling due to the large plasma volume
at the considered NB power. In DEMO2 the NB power is roughly doubled:
likely, also for DEMO2, NBI will not play an important role in fuelling and
density control.
2015 design: flattop assessment DEMO1 2015 concept has been
accompanied by a complete engineering design, including all the infor-
mation needed by CREATE for assessing plasma control capabilities from
coil currents. The task within WP-PMI activities for 2015 has been to run
JINTRAC+CREATE simulations for DEMO1 ramp-down (ramp-down work
is described in section 4.3.4). In order to generate a ramp-down starting
point, DEMO1 2015 flattop has been modelled by means of JINTRAC trans-
port suite, in a similar procedure as done for 2012 design described in this
section. CREATE group provided the plasma boundary for the flattop phase,
which is illustrated in figure 63. The fully predictive transport simulation
Figure 63.: Reference flattop plasma boundary for DEMO1 2012 calculated by
CREATE.
with JINTRAC has been performed in collaboration with CCFE laboratory.
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NCLASS has been used for neoclassical transport and analytical expressions
have been used for transport coefficients (particle diffusivity D and heat con-
ductivity χ), set in order to retrieve the desired scenario (as done also in
[146]). ESCO code has been used for equilibrium calculation. NBI for a total
of 50MW at 1MeV energy has been modelled with the fast analytical code
PENCIL. As already mentioned, the main role of the NBI in this scenario is
plasma central heating, essential for the sustainment of the discharge. Any-
way PENCIL consistently calculated also the NB driven current which has
been included as current source in the simulation. Plasma boundary has
been prescribed to CREATE inputs, and Zeff has been set to 2.6 (matching
PROCESS value) assuming a radially constant distribution with Xe as rep-
resentative impurity. Plasma current has been prescribed to 19.6MA, and
the toroidal magnetic field to 5.7T at the magnetic axis. Neutrals have been
modelled by FRANTIC code, and fusion products have been taken into ac-
count. Line radiation has been also prescribed to PROCESS values, in order
to simplify the convergence of the simulation. The tuning of the flattop pa-
rameters has been done in order to match the overall PROCESS parameters,
although, as happened for 2013 analysis, not all the parameters could be
matched. A comparison between PROCESS and JINTRAC parameters for
DEMO1 2015 is reported in figure 64, where also the reference METIS sim-
ulation carried out by WP-PMI CEA experts is included. The overall match-
Figure 64.: Comparison among PROCESS reference design, METIS and JINTRAC
simulations for DEMO1 2015.
ing is fairly good, although some discrepancies can be noted. In particular,
the high Zeff value resulted in high radiation losses, which has been com-
pensated in JINTRAC by a higher H-factor, in order to obtain the desired
temperature profile and fusion performances. METIS simulation, in order to
retrieve the desired scenario performances, has been run with a lower Zeff
value of 2, keeping the H-factor to the reference value of 1.1. Since the aim
of 2015’s work was focused on ramp-down, further flattop optimizations
have not been attempted, since this simulation has been needed mainly as
ramp-down starting point. Optimized JINTRAC flattop simulations reach-
ing stationary conditions are a considerable task, far beyond the requests of
this task.
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DEMO2, 2013 design: a sensitivity study
The METIS investigations for DEMO1 2013 flattop illustrated in this sec-
tion have been repeated also for DEMO2 2013 release. The aim has been
to study the flattop scenario sensitivity on NB parameters. The NBI role
in DEMO2 is double: certainly plasma heating, but also a relevant current
drive. NBCD is indeed an essential contribution for the advanced scenario
sustainment. It is fundamental for q profile control and to contribute to a
fully non-inductive plasma current. For this reason the NB reference power
for DEMO2 is 135MW and the reference METIS zext parameters for the two
beam lines are 0.2 and 0.4. This reflects the strong need of a more off-axis
current drive, with a considerable contribution of NBCD to the total plasma
current. The DEMO2 2013 scenario validation has been done by means of
METIS within WP-PMI activities [146]. Starting from this working point, the
NBI parameter zext corresponding to the beam vertical tilt (see section 4.3.2
for the definition) has been varied, and the effects on NBI-plasma interac-
tion has been investigated. Figure 65 shows the NB driven current density
profiles, where zext parameter has been varied from 0 to 0.5 with two NB
energies (1 and 1.5MeV). The zext values reported are applied to both in-
Figure 65.: Scan in NB vertical tilt and energy and resulting NB driven current den-
sity profiles for DEMO2 2013.
jectors in METIS code. The modification of the vertical tilt is a method to
induce current centred at different radial position. In particular with zero
vertical tilt the driven current density is peaked at the centre, while for a tilt
of 0.5 the maximum of the curve moves to almost 0.6 in normalized poloidal
flux coordinate. The reference scenario (yellow shaded area in the plot) has
a broad profile and helps in maintaining the mildly reversed q profile char-
acterizing DEMO2 flattop scenario. As highlighted for DEMO1, an increase
of NB energy leads to higher driven current, as it can be seen from figure
66a. The total driven current INBCD for 1MeV NBI does not change signifi-
cantly with the tilt of the beam lines, therefore the effect of the vertical tilt is
negligible on the current drive efficiency. This is shown in figure 66a. A bit
different is the case for 1.5MeV NBI: the NBCD efficiency decreases of ~10%
passing from zext=0 to 0.5. Efficiency absolute values are probably over-
estimated by METIS predictions, therefore we comment only their relative
values. The shine through losses increase with the beam vertical tilt (figure
66b). This can be explained by the more off-axis beam trajectory and the con-
sequent lower plasma density encountered. With the increase of NB energy,
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(a) NBCD efficiency (b) NB shine through
Figure 66.: Scan in NB vertical tilt and energy and resulting NBCD efficiency and
shine through losses for DEMO2 2013.
the beam penetration increases, leading to higher losses. As mentioned, the
importance of NBI in DEMO2 is connected also to q profile control, essen-
tial to access to advanced scenarios with reversed q profiles. The high NB
power makes the scenario very sensitive to NB vertical tilt, and this is shown
in figure 67 where the q profile is plotted for different zext values. High NB
vertical tilt solutions give non realistic q profiles, while for middle tilting it
is possible to obtain the desired scenario. From this analysis it seems clear
Figure 67.: Scan in NB vertical tilt and energy and resulting q profiles for DEMO2
2013.
that NBI is playing a central role not only for plasma heating but also for
current drive and q profile control. The requirement on NB system is to
have a very high power on off-axis trajectories, in order to produce very a
effective NB injection in terms of driven current and scenario control. Part
of the work on DEMO2 here presented has been published in [146].
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4.3.4 Investigation of transient phases for DEMO1: ramp-up and ramp-down
In this section the work on DEMO1 transient phases is presented, with in-
vestigations of both ramp-up and ramp-down phases. This work exploited
the reference flattop simulations described in section 4.3.3. The work is here
divided in two parts: sensitivity studies on DEMO1 ramp-up by METIS
and transport analysis of DEMO1 ramp-down by JINTRAC+CREATE sim-
ulations. It has been chosen to use different tools because of the aim of
the work: a parametric scan of DEMO1 ramp-up (METIS) and a detailed
transport assessment of DEMO1 ramp-down (JINTRAC).
DEMO1 2012 ramp-up: heating mix assessment
The motivations to study DEMO ramp-up are different. It is a crucial
phase where optimizations can save swing flux, helping in this way to ex-
tend flattop duration. Ramp-up should also give a fast and robust access to
the desired scenario. The ramp-up trajectory must fulfil at the same time
the machine constraints, such as avoiding high NB shine-through losses and
allowing the plasma controllability by PF coil currents.
The work here presented consists of a parametric study of the ramp-up
heating mix for DEMO1 2012 by means of METIS simulations, which is par-
ticularly suited for scenario sensitivity studies due to its rapidity. The results
have been then analysed by FREEBIE free boundary equilibrium code [158]
by CEA experts. The aim of FREEBIE analysis has been to perform a con-
sistency check on plasma controllability from coil system point of view for
the proposed ramp-up trajectories (this part is described in CEA WP-PMI
2014 report [159]). This procedure is similar to the one used for ramp-down
studies with JINTRAC+CREATE (see next sections). DEMO1 2012 version
has been used since at that time (2014) it was the last version for which
an engineering design was available, which was needed for FREEBIE PF
coil current calculations. All this work has been done in collaboration with
PPPT WP-HCD, the PPPT group studying DEMO heating systems. This has
been an essential collaboration for both sides: on one hand the discussions
on heating system parameters helped scenario modelling activities, on the
other hand these simulations helped in the assessment of DEMO heating
mix and auxiliary system requirements. Part of this work has been pre-
sented in [17]. The starting point for the sensitivity study is DEMO1 2012
METIS simulation presented in section 4.3.3 and summarized in figure 59.
The ramp-up in DEMO1 2012 reference METIS discharge foresees the use
of 40MW of ECRH power, which is gradually switched-off when the 50MW
flattop NBI is switched-on (after ~120s). Plasma current and density are set
to linear increase during this phase. The NBI 1MeV system is switched-on
in this work considering the density constraints due to shine-through issues:
as first approximation, a line averaged density of 3× 1019m−3 is taken as
minimum density which allows the NBI switch-on scaling this value from
the ITER estimations [160]. A detailed calculation of shine-through limita-
tions for NBI switch-on would require a the complete description of DEMO
first wall and a description of beam dimensions, which are still not defined
and only scaled from ITER. A discussion on DEMO NBI shine-through is-
sues for a 1.5MeV beam is presented in [147]. Since the estimation of ECRH
power deposition in the plasma would need a complex ray tracing code, in
METIS the ECRH power deposition is prescribed by the position (”xECRH”
parameter) of the maximum of the power deposition profile. The deposition
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is prescribed to have a Gaussian shape with the FWHM automatically deter-
mined by the code. In all the simulations presented in this section (except
when differently stated) ECRH during ramp-up has been prescribed to have
xECRH=0.7 in normalized coordinates. This value has been set in the refer-
ence simulation of DEMO 2012 by CEA team, but further optimizations in
terms of scenario performance might be possible. As mentioned in section
4.3.3, METIS simulations for 2012 design present a flattop plasma current
of 14MA. The reference ramp-up used as starting point of the sensitivity
study is described in terms of density and current evolution in figure 68a,
and in terms of auxiliary heating systems in figure 68b. In figure 68b the
(a) Line averaged density [1019m−3] and
plasma current [MA]
(b) Auxiliary power
Figure 68.: Reference ramp-up for DEMO1 2012 by METIS.
background orange colour intensity has been set to be proportional to the
ECRH ramp-up power: this colour scheme is maintained in the following
figures in order to include the heating information in the plots.
Starting from reference ramp-up, sensitivity studies on heating systems
have been carried out. NBI is the reference flattop heating system, but a
solution with an additional low energy NBI for ramp-up phase has been
discussed. The comparison criteria have been the successful achievement of
the reference flattop, the robustness and rapidity of scenario build-up, evo-
lution of parameters βp and li(3) and L-H transition time. When available,
li(3) values from CREATE calculations are shown for comparison.
different heating systems during ramp-up: ecrh, icrh and nbi 100kev The heating power during ramp-up has been varied, using not only
the reference ECRH system, but also an ICRH system and a NB with 100keV.
The ramp-up NBI energy has been set in order to avoid shine-through issues.
100keV NBI is presented in order to have a complete overview of heating
systems during ramp-up, although we do not enter in discussions about the
possibility of the implementation of another NB system in DEMO design.
For each of these systems 20MW, 40MW, 60MW and 80MW options have
been simulated, and the results are now shown.
ecrh power scan ECRH system is used in the reference simulation to
support and drive the plasma in the initial ramp-up phase. Reference ECRH
power is 40MW, and in this scan 20MW, 40MW, 60MW and 80MW values
are compared, keeping ECRH timing unchanged. Figure 69a illustrates the
different power options studied, together with the reference 50MW NBI
system used for flattop. Figure 69a can help in the understanding of the
heating requirements for an ECRH system during ramp-up (dashed line=L-
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(a) ECRH power (b) Fusion power evolution
Figure 69.: Scan in ECRH power during ramp-up: different ECRH power evolu-
tions and corresponding fusion power. The background colour intensity
of the plots is proportional to the ramp-up ECRH power. Dashed line
represents L-mode operation, solid line H-mode.
mode, solid line=H-mode). In general, higher the power, faster is the L-H
transition. With 20MW, we do not reach the H-mode, i.e. it is an insuf-
ficient power to guarantee the achievement of the desired scenario. L-H
transition happens very early for 60MW and 80MW options, while it coin-
cides with the NBI switch-on for 40MW trajectory. In figure 69b the fusion
power evolution is illustrated. All the options except 20MW converge to
the flattop fusion power, although some little differences can be observed.
Figure 70 presents the evolution of βp and li(3) parameters, together with
li(3) estimations by CREATE. 40MW, 60MW and 80MW options succeed
(a) βp evolution (b) li(3) evolution
Figure 70.: Scan in ECRH power during ramp-up: βp and li(3) evolutions.
in scenario achievement, with li(3) values lower than what calculated by
CREATE. The initial li(3) increase shown in figure 70b should not be con-
sidered, as it is due to METIS artefacts connected with the initialization of
the discharge. 60MW and 80MW options show higher βp values at the be-
ginning of the discharge, while for 40MW, the increase of βp is coincident
to the NBI switch-on. Generally it is possible to say that increasing ECRH
power, li(3) decreases and βp has an early increase. The decrease of li(3)
with higher power likely depend on the current driven by the auxiliary sys-
tem (off-axis), and on the effect of an earlier and more considerable heating
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of the plasma resulting in lower plasma resistivity and higher spreading of
the current density profile. We can conclude that ECRH 40MW could be the
lower limit for successfully reaching the desired scenario, and L-H timing is
determined by NBI switch-on. Higher ECRH power options show instead a
faster scenario achievement.
icrh power scan In this paragraph the ECRH system needed for ramp-
up has been substituted by an ICRH system, and the power has been varied
as done for ECRH. According to suggestions of WP-HCD group, an ICRH
system with a frequency of 72MHz and a main toroidal number for ICRH
launchers of ntor=40 has been used. There parameters are suited for T heat-
ing. Figure 71a illustrates the scan performed, together with the reference
50MW NBI system used for flattop. In these figures, the background orange
colour has the intensity proportional to the relative ICRH power. Similarly
(a) ICRH power (b) Fusion power evolution
Figure 71.: Scan in ICRH power during ramp-up: different ICRH power evolutions
and corresponding fusion power. The background colour intensity of the
plots is proportional to the ramp-up ICRH power. Dashed line represents
L-mode operation, solid line H-mode.
to ECRH scan, with 20MW H-mode is not reached, while in 40MW simula-
tion the transition to H-mode happens when the NBI is switched on. Faster
L-H transitions happen for higher power. We could expect similarities re-
garding the L-H transition, since, regardless the kind of heating system used,
L-H in METIS is sensitive to the power injected. Fusion power (figure 71b)
starts growing earlier for higher power options and then, with some differ-
ences, 40MW, 60MW and 80MW trajectories converge to stationary flattop
values. It seems here, as for ECRH scan, that lower power options overcome
the others in fusion power production at the end of the ramp-up phase.
Fusion power build-up for 40MW option starts at the end of ramp-up, cor-
responding to the NBI switch-on. Figure 72 presents the evolution of βp
and li(3) for the described ICRH ramp-up trajectories. In the first half of
ramp-up, βp reaches higher values for higher ICRH power, while for 40MW
options it increases to flattop value only with the NBI 1MeV switch-on. li(3)
is lower for higher power trajectories, while 20MW and 40MW results in
high initial li(3) values, higher than CREATE estimations for the reference
ramp-up. Similarly to ECRH, it is possible to say that 40MW ICRH could
be the minimum power to access the desired scenario, while increasing the
power we have earlier L-H transition, earlier fusion power, lower li(3) and
higher βp in the initial ramp-up phase. Probably with some more gradual
increase of injected power, it is possible to lower βp for high power options.
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(a) βp evolution (b) li(3) evolution
Figure 72.: Scan in ICRH power during ramp-up: βp and li(3) evolutions.
nbi 100kev power scan The reason preventing an early NBI 1MeV switch-
on is the shine-through power losses, which in low density phase could ex-
ceed the allowable plasma facing material limitations. There are no other
contraindications to use an NBI system during ramp-up. In order to com-
plete the ramp-up heating mix study, a low energy NBI substituting the
reference ramp-up ECRH has been simulated. The energy has been set to
100keV, as a conservative choice in order to prevent harmful shine-through
losses. This energy allows indeed an early usage of the system according to
a rough estimation of the minimum density required to switch-on a 100keV
beam [147]. The two METIS NB systems for this simulation has therefore
used to have: a 100keV NB source for ramp-up and a 50MW, 1MeV NB
source for flattop. Figure 71a summarizes the power options of this scan,
and figure 73b the corresponding fusion power. In the following figures,
the background orange colour has the intensity proportional to the rela-
tive ramp-up NBI power. Fusion power is earlier produced with 60MW
(a) NBI power (b) Fusion power evolution
Figure 73.: Power scan for a 100keV NB system during ramp-up: different NBI
power evolutions and corresponding fusion power. The background
colour intensity of the plots is proportional to the ramp-up NBI power.
Dashed line represents L-mode operation, solid line H-mode.
and 80MW, which also present an earlier L-H transition. For 40Mw option,
fusion power production and L-H transition happen when more power is
available, i.e. when the flattop 1MeV NBI is switched-on. As already seen in
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the previous scans, 20MW is not enough for accessing the desired scenario.
In figure 74, the evolution of βp and li(3) is presented. The behaviour is
(a) βp evolution (b) li(3) evolution
Figure 74.: Scan in NBI 100keV power during ramp-up: βp and li(3) evolutions.
similar to the scans presented in previous sections, and no relevant differ-
ences are noticed by using a 100keV NB source instead of ECRH or ICRH.
A direct comparison of the three analysed systems is presented in the next
paragraph.
comparison of different ramp-up systems Starting from the work
presented in the previous paragraphs, a comparison among the different
heating systems for ramp-up is here presented. High power options (60MW
and 80MW) have been here used in order to compare scenarios where fusion
power production and L-H transition are strongly determined by ramp-up
heating systems, and not by the switch-on of the flattop NBI (as it is for
40MW option). The different solutions have been compared in terms of fu-
sion power, and the result for 60MW of heating power is shown in figure
75a. One can notice that for ICRH and NBI 100keV solutions, the fusion
(a) Fusion power (b) Ti/Te evolution
Figure 75.: Comparison among different ramp-up heating systems for DEMO1 2012
by METIS.
power is earlier rising, probably due to the preferential ion heating of these
two sources. For NBI, fusion reactions from NBI-plasma interaction can be
a relatively high source especially at the beginning of the discharge. For
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ECRH ramp-up option, the fusion power rise is delayed, basically to the
switch-on of the flattop NBI. At the end of ramp-up, all the simulations
converge to the flattop fusion power value. If we consider the time deriva-
tive of the fusion power, NBI 100keV shows a slightly slower increase with
respect to ICRH, at least until the end of the ramp-up power injection. A
possible explanation is that the power deposition profile of the NB 100keV
source depends on the plasma density, which is increasing during the ramp-
up. This implies that the NB 100keV power is progressively absorbed more
and more in the outer plasma, leading to less ion heating in plasma centre
and probably progressively less fusion power until the flattop NB source
is switched-on. The density ramp-up could also affect ECRH power de-
position, which has not been modelled in these simulation but prescribed.
Figure 75b helps in the understanding of the preferential heating to ions/-
electrons of the 3 different sources. The plot shows the volume averaged
ratio between Ti and Te during the initial phase of the discharge, for 80MW
heating power. ECRH is indeed heating preferentially electrons, while ICRH
and NBI lead to a stronger ion heating. NBI 100keV in particular leads to
high Ti/Te very early in the discharge, while with ICRH we have higher Ti
than Te only when the ICRH source is at full power (most intense orange
background). Progressively, thanks to the thermalization process, Ti/Te ap-
proaches 1 when reaching stationary conditions. Observing the L-H transi-
tion timing (dashed to solid line in the plot), no differences between heating
sources are noted, as it could be expected since the power threshold do not
depend in METIS on the heating channel.
From the presented parametric study of DEMO1 2012 ramp-up it is pos-
sible to conclude that to have a robust (and fast) access to H-mode, power
> 40MW seems to be favourable, while 40 MW could be the lower limit, in-
dependently from the heating system used. 20MW is definitely not enough
to reach the desired scenario. Generally, increasing the ramp-up auxiliary
power, li(3) becomes lower while βp is higher. Higher temperatures are
earlier achieved with higher power, and in general earlier fusion power pro-
duction is observed with high auxiliary ramp-up power. NBI 100 keV and
ICRH show many similarities, probably because they both preferentially
heat ions. With these two systems we have a major ion heating in the early
phase, leading to early fusion power production.
Two other simulations have been carried out and compared: an ECRH-
only scenario and NBI-only scenario. In these simulations the full DEMO
discharge has been run using only one type of heating system: ECRH or NBI.
Two systems of the same type have been implemented for each of the two
simulations: one system for ramp-up and one for flattop. In case of ECRH-
only, the maximum position of the power deposition has been prescribed
to 0.7 during ramp-up, and to 0.2 during flattop. Regarding the NBI-only
scenario, the ramp-up system has been set to have 100keV of injection en-
ergy, while the flattop system is the usual 1MeV NB. The auxiliary power for
flattop has been set to the reference value 50MW, while the ramp-up value
has been varied (40, 50, 60 and 70MW). ICRH could not be simulated, since
in the METIS version used only one ICRH system could be implemented.
A comparison among NBI-only and ECRH-only simulations on discharge
duration is shown in figure 76. NBI-only scenario duration is longer than
ECRH-only, for all the ramp-up power options scanned (figure 76a). A possi-
ble explanation is that NBI has a higher current drive efficiency than ECRH
(at least for flattop) and this is shown for 60MW ramp-up power case in fig-
ure 76b. An higher NBCD efficiency than ECCD has also been observed in
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(a) Discharge duration vs ramp-up power (b) CD efficiency (ramp-up power:60MW)
Figure 76.: METIS simulations of DEMO1 2012 with one heating system only (ramp-
up power scan + flattop 50MW): full ECRH vs full NBI discharges.
other studies (e.g. [148]). If these results will be confirmed by more detailed
studies, a NB system for flattop could be preferable in terms of discharge
duration.
The work on DEMO1 2012 here presented has been reported in [161].
DEMO1 ramp-down
DEMO ramp-down phase must ensure a robust and safe discharge termi-
nation, considering that NBI switch-off and H to L transition are very criti-
cal steps. The plasma position is difficult to be controlled, and coils might
not be able to provide the necessary field if plasma termination is not well
controlled. The possibility of controlling plasma vertical stability depends
directly on plasma kinetic and current profile evolution. The aim of the
activity presented in this section has been to perform JINTRAC transport
simulations of DEMO1 ramp-down coupled with CREATE code, in order
to produce a validated ramp-down transport simulation. CREATE team in
particular provided the plasma shapes during the ramp-down phases and
then performed a post-analysis of the ramp-down trajectories in order to
validate the solution in terms of plasma stability and controllability. In this
work, the role of the heating systems, the corresponding effect on kinetic
profiles, radiation issues and H-L transition have been discussed. This work
can build a basis for future detailed analysis of the ramp-down phase of
DEMO. Fruitful discussions with CCFE (for JINTRAC modelling), CEA (for
ramp-down options) and IPLM (for impurity and radiation) in addition to
CREATE colleagues enlivened this work. DEMO1 2012 and DEMO1 2015
ramp-down phases have been studied.
2012 design The starting point for ramp-down studies for DEMO1 2012
has been the flattop simulation performed by JINTRAC with the prescribed
plasma boundary provided by CREATE. This simulation has been described
in section 4.3.3. CREATE provided then the plasma boundaries for ramp-
down phase at 5 plasma current values (16, 13, 10, 7.5 and 5MA), based
on a preliminary estimation of kinetic quantities and H-L timing for ramp-
down. The final goal of JINTRAC simulations have been therefore to reach
5MA, when the last plasma boundary was available. Lower currents have
not been investigated since this analysis has been done only for diverted
plasma configurations. The correspondence between plasma current (and
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therefore CREATE plasma shapes) and time has been a free parameter of
JNTRAC simulations (determining the current ramp rate). The shapes have
been implemented in JINTRAC, interpolating the plasma boundary between
the available CREATE inputs. In JINTRAC, plasma current has been set to
linearly decrease during the ramp-down, and the density too (controlled
by pellet injection) in order to work at constant Greenwald fraction be-
low destabilizing limits. Plasma volume decreased according to the plasma
boundaries provided by CREATE. NBI switch-off has been set when reach-
ing a plasma density of ~3×1019m−3 in order to avoid shine-through issues
(same limitations as in METIS simulations previously presented, scaled from
[160]). Main JINTRAC settings are the same used for the JINTRAC DEMO1
2012 flattop simulation presented in section 4.3.3. The plasma ramp-down
boundaries provided by CREATE are illustrated in figure 77. The full
Figure 77.: Ramp-down plasma boundaries for DEMO1 2012 calculated by CREATE.
ramp-down duration has been set to 300s (as first guess, scaled from ITER),
which, with hindsight, correspond to a maybe too low current ramp-rate.
Since the last available shape is at current of 5MA, we could simulate the
first ~200s of the ramp-down phase. In JINTRAC simulation, ramp-down
started at time 5000s (which is an arbitrary value, but helpful to interpret the
following figures). Figure 78 shows the time evolution of different param-
eters during ramp-down until t=5100s. It is possible to notice a decrease
in plasma volume, density, current, temperature and βp, whereas an in-
crease of li(3) can be seen. Fusion power is considerably decreasing, and the
net power is approaching the L-H threshold (calculated by Martin scaling
[162]). The net power approaches the L-H threshold at t=~5120s as a con-
sequence of the continuous alpha power drop. From t=5145s the plasma is
permanently in L-mode, with the edge plasma temperature approaching the
separatrix value. When the NBI is switched off after 150s of ramp-down, the
plasma experiences a radiative collapse. This is due to the lack of enough
heating power (alpha power + NB power), which causes low temperatures
which in turn lead to enhanced impurity radiation. In this picture, ohmic
heating is increasing due to the temperature drop and consequent plasma
resistivity increase, but it is not enough to sustain the plasma. The increas-
ing radiation due to cold plasma edge finally lead to an acceleration of the
decrease of plasma temperature. The consequence is an abrupt plasma ter-
mination due to a radiative collapse. Figure 79 illustrates the evolution of
density and temperature during the H to L transition and the successive
radiative collapse happening at t ∼= 5150s. In this simulation the NB source
has been switched-off passing from 50MW to 0MW: a milder NB switch-off
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Figure 78.: Summary of the first part of JINTRAC ramp-down simulation (5000s-
5300s) of DEMO1 2012.
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Figure 79.: Plasma density and temperature during H-L transition and NB switch
off (5150s). The plasma cannot survive to strong radiation resulting in a
collapse.
could help to have a smoother passage. Since it seems that heating power
is lacking causing the radiative collapse, an extra power source consisting
in a ERCH system has been implemented. In this new simulation, NBI is
switched-off starting from 5100s in two steps of 25MW, and the lacking NB
power is substituted by an ECRH source reaching 50MW as soon as the NBI
is switched off. 50MW of ECRH seems to be the minimum power to sustain
the plasma, since other simulations with lower ECRH power failed. ECRH
power heat deposition in JINTRAC is prescribed to central heating (Gaus-
sian profile centred at ρ=0, with FWHM=0.15). For this simulation, current
drive from EC has not been taken into account. In figure 80a the auxiliary
heating power from t=5100s is shown, with the ECRH system gradually sub-
stituting the NB system. The plasma density and temperature is presented
(a) Auxiliary power (b) Density and temperature
Figure 80.: Heating mix to solve radiation issues in the final part of the ramp-down
phase and corresponding plasma parameters simulated by JINTRAC.
in figure 80b. Thanks to this heating system mix, it has been possible to suc-
cessfully complete the ramp-down simulation until reaching 5MA, when
the last available CREATE boundary has been reached. ECRH helps indeed
to keep higher temperatures, avoiding any radiative collapse. The success-
ful ramp-down trajectory has been passed to CREATE group for a stability
validation. From this analysis [163], li(3) has been identified as a critical
parameter which should be kept below 2 for the analysed ramp-up simula-
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tion. The current ramp rate can be increased, to values of ~100kA/s. These
considerations have been taken into account in 2015 work, now presented.
2015 design An assessment of DEMO1 2015 ramp-down by means of
JINTRAC transport code is here presented. This activity is similar to what
has been performed for 2012 design (previous paragraph), consisting in cou-
pled transport simulation with CREATE code. The starting point of the
ramp-down simulation is the JINTRAC flattop simulation of DEMO1 2015
presented in section 4.3.3, where the main JINTRAC settings have been de-
scribed. As for 2012 design, the ramp-down plasma shapes have been gen-
erated by CREATE from a preliminary estimation of ramp-down kinetic
profiles and H-L timing. These estimations have been proposed on the basis
of 2012 design work consisting of: a current ramp-rate of 100kA/s (result-
ing in ~200s of full ramp-down from 19.6 to 0MA), βp and li(3) of 2012
design work and an estimated H-L transition happening after ~100s from
the beginning of the ramp-down. CREATE prepared plasma boundaries for
diverted plasma configuration for 19.6, 17.5, 15, 12.5, 10, 7.5 and 5MA val-
ues of plasma current. Figure 81 shows the plasma boundaries calculated
by CREATE. The correspondence between plasma current and time is a free
Figure 81.: Ramp-down plasma boundaries for DEMO1 2015 calculated by CREATE.
parameter and has been fixed during the transport simulations in order to
have the chosen current ramp-rate. Fully predictive JINTRAC simulations of
ramp-down with given boundaries have been run, with the aim of finding a
successful trajectory from 19.6MA to 5MA. JINTRAC simulation setting has
been performed in collaboration with CCFE and in this simulation gas puff
has been used for particle fuelling. This is anyway irrelevant in terms of the
aim of this work. Plasma current has been set to linearly decrease, together
with the target density value for gas puff feedback: this has been done in
order to keep a constant Greenwald ratio below destabilizing limits. Also
boundary plasma density has been set to linearly decrease. The code inter-
polates the plasma boundaries between the shapes given by CREATE. NBI
has been switched-off when reaching the lower density limit due to shine
through losses (density limit of ~3× 1019m−3 scaled from ITER, conserva-
tive estimate [160]). L-H threshold power has been calculated using Martin
scaling [162]. Two trajectories with different current ramp rates have been
simulated: 100kA/s for a total of 196s of complete ramp-down and 80kA/s
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for a total of 245s of full ramp-down (simulations stopped anyway when
reaching 5MA). Figure 82 shows the two plasma current trajectories. In the
Figure 82.: Plasma current in the two ramp-down trajectories simulated.
following simulations, ramp-down starts at 51s (arbitrary time, but useful
for the understanding of the next figures).
A first trajectory has been simulated with 100kA/s, which is the value
suggested by CREATE group during 2012 design analysis. This scenario
presents very high radiation resulting from a (too) high Zeff value and
high temperature. As discussed in section 4.3.3, PROCESS parameters for
DEMO1 2015 could not be validated by transport simulations, unless act-
ing e.g. on H factor (as done for JINTRAC flattop DEMO1 2015 simula-
tions). Keeping PROCESS Zeff value came at the cost of higher temperature,
and this combination, as said, resulted in high radiation losses. Density is
set to decrease during ramp-down, and this, together with the tempera-
ture decrease in the ramp-down phase, causes a decrease of alpha heating
power. As a result, this scenario presents high power losses, not sustained
by enough heating power. In order to avoid a radiative collapse, high aux-
iliary power up to a total of 100MW has been used, trying to find a (dif-
ficult) balance. Central heating by 1MeV NBI and on-axis ECRH are the
auxiliary power systems used. ECRH (only heating, no current drive has
been modelled) has been prescribed to a Gaussian profile peaked on ρ=0
with FWHM=0.25. The heating mix for this trajectory is shown in figure 83.
Analysing the simulation results, a high central heating coming from NBI
and ECRH is present, while too strong edge cooling due to high radiation
threats the discharge. Due to a very hot plasma in the centre, and therefore
locally low resistivity, the current density profile is very peaked. This results
in a high value of li(3) which, according to CREATE post-analysis, makes
difficult or even impossible to control the plasma. Due to the high radiation
and the too hot plasma centre, the discharge finally collapses before reach-
ing 5MA (our ramp-down target). Figure 84 shows the plasma parameter
evolution of this unsuccessful trajectory. It can be noted first an increase of
temperature: this can be explained by the high plasma heating derived by a
considerable energy kept in the plasma due to the a energy confinement (H-
factor=1.2) and still strong alpha heating (delayed by the slowing down of
fast alphas). All this energy is also redistributed among less particles since
the density is decreasing. After this initial part, alpha power decreases more
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Figure 83.: Ramp-down heating power during 100kA/s trajectory.
(a) Density and temperature (b) li(3) and βp
Figure 84.: Parameter evolution during 100kA/s ramp-down trajectory (started at
51s): due to high radiation the simulation fails at ~185s.
and more due to the decreasing density (fusion power ∝ n2), and plasma
undergoes to a strong decrease of temperature, reflecting an uncontrolled
plasma evolution where power losses are not balanced by enough heating
power. A progressive edge cooling makes the current density profile shrink-
ing, resulting in li(3) grater than 2. Beside the radiative collapse, also from
a stability point of view (CREATE analysis), the plasma is not controllable.
A different strategy has been therefore adopted in order to succeed in
completing the ramp-down simulation. After a discussion with CREATE
group on their post-analysis of the 100kA/s trajectory, the current ramp-
rate has been lowered, which may help to reduce li(3). The current ramp
rate has been hence reduced to 80kA/s (245s full ramp down). Zeff has
been gradually reduced in order to lower bremsstrahlung radiation, and the
prescribed line radiation has been decreased in order to reduce the edge
cooling. Instead of switching-off abruptly the NBI from 50MW to 0, it
has been gradually switched-off to help in gradually lowering the central
plasma temperature. We used also mildly off-axis ECRH in the final part of
the simulation (with a Gaussian profile peaked on ρ=0.3 and FWHM=0.25)
to avoid too strong edge cooling and to widen the current profile. The
evolution of the input trajectories for auxiliary heating systems and Zeff is
shown in figure 85. With these settings, the simulation successfully com-
pleted the ramp-down trajectory until 5MA. Reducing the radiation acting
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(a) Auxiliary power (b) Zeff evolution
Figure 85.: Auxiliary power and Zeff evolution for the input of DEMO1 2015
80kA/s ramp-down trajectory by JINTRAC modelling.
on the prescribed line radiation and Zeff value allowed to reduce the re-
quired auxiliary power with respect to 100kA/s trajectory. Plasma param-
eters are shown in figure 86. It is possible to see that the temperature is
now more gradually decreasing, although some oscillations due to the still
not fully optimized trajectory. An important outcome of this simulation is
the control of li(3) parameter, which is now kept below 2. CREATE post-
(a) Density and temperature (b) li(3) and βp
Figure 86.: Parameter evolution during 80kA/s ramp-down trajectory (started at
51s).
analysis of this ramp-down trajectory is ongoing, and it will be described
in WP-PMI final report on 2015 activities. This trajectory, although further
optimizations can be applied, should be easier to control in terms of plasma
vertical stability, due to lower li(3) values. Also the auxiliary heating power
could be decreased with further investigations, and in this case METIS sen-
sitivity studies could help to explore the various possibilities. H-L tran-
sition happens in this simulation around 195s at 7.5 MA, which is less
than half of the initial plasma current. From discussions with CREATE, it
seems preferable to have the transition at low plasma current in order to
ease plasma control. Figure 87 compares PL−H (from Martin scaling [162])
against Pcomp := PAUX + Pohm + Pα − dWtot/dt, which is the critical pa-
rameter that rules in JINTRAC the H-L transition. The time derivative of en-
ergy content is taken into account since it can provide a substantial heat flux
through the separatrix. The two ramp-down trajectories (100 and 80kA/s)
have been compared in terms of li(3) (figure 88). It is possible to see that for
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Figure 87.: H-L transition in 80kA/s trajectory.
the given plasma currents, li(3) is lower for 80kA/s, as a result also of the
different strategy adopted. A slower current ramp-rate, a decreasing Zeff, a
gradual NB switch-off and an off-axis ECRH system in the final part of the
ramp-down trajectory enabled the successful completion of the ramp-down
simulation. From controllability point of view, avoiding a hot plasma centre
Figure 88.: Comparison of 100 and 80kA/s trajectories: li(3) vs plasma current.
and a cool edge is essential to spread the current density profile. In partic-
ular, a gradual switch-off of the NB source seems favourable to help in this
process. Radiation has been here not fully consistently modelled, but it is
clear that it is strongly dominating the ramp-down phase. This work (for
both 2012 and 2015 DEMO designs) helped in the identifications of issues
and actors dominating DEMO1 ramp-down.
4.3.5 The role of NBI in DEMO scenarios
This section summarizes the main outcomes related to NBI of the work
presented in the previous sections on DEMO scenario modelling both for
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DEMO1 and DEMO2. For DEMO1 pulsed concept, the role of NBI is mainly
central plasma heating. As a by-product of the tangential injection, we have
a current drive action, which is favourable in order to extend the discharge
duration. It has been observed that NBI has a better efficiency in driving
currents that a same power ECRH flattop system. The injection line and
NB energy has been set to fulfil heating requirements, and with this on-axis
injection, shine-through losses are negligible. 50MW of NBI at 1MeV guaran-
tees the permanence in the H-mode, high fusion power scenario, and for low
ramp-up power options, enables the scenario access. A beneficial properties
of a NB system for DEMO would be the capability of a gradual switch-off
in order to help in the plasma control during ramp-down. A NB source
of 100keV has been discussed for ramp-up phase, showing similar capabili-
ties to ICRH. In particular, an earlier fusion power production than ECRH
system has been observed, probably due to the preferable ion heating.
Regarding a steady-state DEMO2 concept, the requirements for a NB sys-
tem are more demanding. In addition to plasma heating, and scenario per-
manence, NBI becomes a direct actuator of the advanced scenario by driv-
ing a considerable part of the plasma current. In order to do this, more
NB power is needed (> 100MW), and the NBI is set to drive off-axis cur-
rents which are essential to keep a reversed q profile. The beam vertical
tilt has been identified as one of the possible parameter for determining
the beam deposition. More off-axis depositions come at the cost of higher
shine-through losses, although still within the limits for the flattop phase.
An increase of NB energy would bring higher CD efficiency, but also higher
beam penetration and shine-through losses. In general, at the NB power dis-
cussed and considering the remarkable DEMO plasma volume, NB particle
fuelling is negligible with respect to the other sources. For the same rea-
sons, it seems probable that DEMO NBI will have a negligible momentum
injection.
Summarizing, DEMO NBI is a good actuator in terms of plasma heating
and current drive (especially for DEMO2), but it has a negligible effect on
fuelling and momentum.

5 CONCLUS IONS AND L IST OFPUBL ICAT IONS
This thesis deeply investigated the NBI-plasma interaction in magneti-
cally confined fusion experiments. Neutral beam (NB) ionization in the
plasma and the slowing down process are usually tackled by NBI modelling,
which, depending on the modelling needs, can exploit fast analytical solvers
or detailed Monte Carlo methods. The role of NBI has been studied for de-
vices where it represents the dominant heating system, crucial for scenario
access and plasma sustainment. NBI, thanks to its robustness and effective-
ness, is not only one of the most used heating systems nowadays, but it is
also considered for next step reactors. The physics basis of NBI-plasma in-
teraction constitutes the common ground for the investigations carried out
in this thesis: beam absorption, heat transfer and preferential heat channel
(to ions or to electrons) and current drive have been in fact characterized
for both leading experiments (JET and LHD), and for the European demon-
stration power plant DEMO. This permitted to cover a wide range of NBI
and plasma parameters, to make comparisons e.g. on isotope effects for JET
tokamak and LHD heliotron and finally to extrapolate and give shape to the
role of NBI for DEMO.
Regarding JET tokamak, the first work presented in this thesis deals with
detailed NBI modelling by ASCOT code. Starting from a validated simula-
tion, JINTRAC predictive simulations have been run in order to reconstruct
the ion temperature profile of a discharge when the experimental measure-
ment was not available. Since at JET typical beam energies NB fast ions
transfer heat mainly to plasma ions, a detailed NBI modelling with the
Monte Carlo code ASCOT has been the appropriate tool. The ion tempera-
ture has been reconstructed, showing some differences with the reconstruc-
tion done with simpler models. This modelling scheme, which enabled a
detailed and reliable reconstruction, has been then adopted within JET inte-
grated modelling group for similar analyses of shots without a reliable ion
temperature measurement.
Within JET isotope studies in support of ITER preparation, NBI modelling
has been provided for the preparation of hydrogen experiments H14-03 of
C34 campaign. The aim of these experiments was to study the isotopic de-
pendence of transport, pedestal and confinement. Starting from a reference
D discharge with D NBI, H NBI-plasma interaction has been predicted. The
final power deposition resulted to be unaffected by the isotopic change, al-
though a general fast ion confinement degradation has been observed in H.
This lead also to higher shine through losses in H plasma with respect to D
plasma.
Isotope effect has been studied also for LHD helical device, where D ex-
periments are planned for the first time in the next future instead of the
usual H discharges. The 5 NB systems (with up to 28MW, and energy up
to 190keV) will be upgraded for D injection. The work carried out and pre-
sented in this thesis is part of the general purpose of upgrading TASK3D-a
LHD transport analysis suite to enable D plasma analyses. Upgrades for
FIT3D NBI code have been proposed, and a discussion on the underlying
physics models have been presented. Two main modifications have been
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proposed: the implementation of an updated and more reliable formula
for the beam ionization cross section, and the implementation of a module
which estimates the neutron production from fusion reactions from thermal
plasma and beam-plasma interaction. The modifications of FIT3D are essen-
tial for the preparation of the analysis of NBI-plasma interaction for D LHD
experiments, and have been reported in [87, 88]. The upgraded FIT3D code
has been then applied to analyse LHD experiments: similar shots have been
run changing the plasma composition from H to He majority. An increased
ion temperature with He majority has been observed, and investigations
started to understand the reason of this effect. One of the most impelling
question was to understand the role of NBI in the observed ion temperature
increase in He plasmas. From the work performed resulted that, although
an increase of fast ion confinement with He plasmas, the final power depo-
sition seemed to be unaffected by the plasma composition [92] and causes
of the ion temperature increase are not related with NBI. If He and D dis-
charges can be compared (as it seems from previous experiments in TEXT
and ASDEX tokamaks), the behaviour seen here is similar to JET: the plasma
composition seems to have negligible effects on NB power deposition, al-
though some hints on better fast ion confinement and NB absorption with
D or He are visible.
EU DEMO studies are in the pre-conceptual phase, and scenario mod-
elling is an essential activity within EUROfusion Power Plant Physics and
Technology (PPPT) department in support of DEMO design. At the moment,
NBI is being considered for the main flattop auxiliary power system, and
it represents the scenario actuator in terms of plasma heating and current
drive. DEMO scenarios with dominant NBI have been hence investigated
both for pulsed DEMO1 and steady-state DEMO2 concepts. The effect of
NBI in DEMO1 flattop performance has been evaluated, showing that NB
power is a sensitive tool to extend DEMO1 flattop duration, because of the
increase of NB driven currents. NBI showed higher current drive efficiency
with respect to ECRH system during flattop resulting in longer discharges
at all the scanned powers. The resulting shine through losses seem to be
not an issue for the reference DEMO NBI. In a brief discussion on NBI fu-
elling contribution to DEMO, it has been highlighted that for current DEMO
plasma volume and injected NB power, NBI source of particle is negligible
[157].
The switch-on and switch-off of DEMO NBI are delicate steps, and DEMO
transient phases have been studied. Moreover the heating mix for ramp-up
and ramp-down phase, and main requirements on heating systems are driv-
ing discussions in DEMO H&CD group. From the investigation of DEMO1
ramp-up performed, it resulted that, regardless to the heating systems em-
ployed (ECRH, ICRH and NBI 100keV have been compared), a minimum
of 40MW is necessary for scenario access. Higher power options enable an
earlier H-mode transition which does not rely any more to the switch-on of
the flattop NBI heating (1MeV, 50MW). A beneficial effect on plasma con-
trollability has also been noted with higher power due to the current profile
spreading and the consequent lower values of li(3) during the current ramp-
up. In case of ICRH and NBI 100keV systems during ramp-up, it is possible
to observe an earlier fusion power production with respect to ECRH, likely
due to the preferential ion heating. DEMO1 ramp-down has also been in-
vestigated, with the aim of assessing and validating ramp-down trajectories
by means of detailed transport simulations. This study highlighted the crit-
icality of the H-L transition and NBI switch-off, which should be done by
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steps in order to better control the plasma. An additional ECRH source has
been used to overcome the possible radiative collapse of the plasma at the
NBI switch-off. In general, the plasma is more controllable with lower li(3),
and this can be achieved with a careful mix of on-axis and off-axis heatings
and by a reduction of the plasma current ramp-rate.
The role of NBI for DEMO2 is even more central, since this scenario relies
on non-inductive currents to achieve mildly reversed q profiles. NB current
drive in DEMO2 flattop has been investigated, as NBI is expected to pro-
vide the main contribution to non-inductive currents. The effect of different
positions of off-axis driven current profiles have been investigated, with the
consequent effect on q profile. Part of this work has been published in [146].
The work on DEMO investigated the role of NBI in DEMO scenarios, as
a necessary actuator for plasma heating and, in case of DEMO2, for current
drive. The ability of driving current is anyway beneficial also for DEMO1
flattop duration extension. DEMO heating mix is a crucial topic and this
work gave an important contribution to the discussion. Part of the pre-
sented work on DEMO heating mix has been published in [17]. All the
work presented on DEMO has been reported or is currently being included
in EUROfusion PPPT final reports (e.g. [161]).
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